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Abstract
Extrusion-based additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, such as direct ink writing
(DIW), offer unique opportunities to create composite materials and novel multi-material
architectures that are not feasible using other AM technologies. DIW is a novel 3D-printing
approach in which viscoelastic inks, with favorable rheological properties, are extruded
through fine nozzles and patterned in a filament form at room temperature.
Recent developments in DIW of polymer composites have led to expanding the range
of materials used for printing, as well as introducing novel deposition strategies to
control filler orientation and create improved functional/structural composite materials.
Despite these substantial advancements, the successful and optimal utilization of any
AM technology necessitates a deeper understanding of the process-structure-property
relationships for each material system employed. To shed light onto the process-structure-
property relationship in 3D-printed polymer composites, this dissertation focuses on
understanding relationships between ink composition (i.e., filler morphology and loading),
ink processing conditions, ink rheology, printing parameters (i.e., nozzle size and print
speed), filler orientation/arrangements, and mechanical properties in 3D-printed epoxy-based
composites produced via DIW.
In this work, printable epoxy-based composite inks have been developed for DIW utilizing
filler materials with different morphologies, including nanoclay (NC) platelets, fumed-silica
(FS) spheroidal nanoparticles, silicon carbide (SiC) whiskers and chopped-carbon-fibers
(CFs). First, the rheological requirements for successful DIW are studied using an epoxy/NC
system as a model material, and the effects of the deposition process on the arrangements
of NC platelets and mechanical anisotropy in 3D-printed nanocomposites are investigated.
Second, the impact of filler morphology and printing parameters on the extent of mechanical
vi
anisotropy and filler orientation in 3D-printed composites are explored. Third, the effects of
the ink formulation and processing parameters on the evolution of fiber length distribution
(FLD) and mechanical behavior of 3D-printed CF composites are investigated. Furthermore,
the effects of printing parameters on mechanical anisotropy and fiber orientation distribution
(FOD) in 3D-printed CF composites are explored.
Overall, this work provides a broad framework for enabling more rigorous engineering
design of 3D-printed polymer composites via material extrusion AM, as well as guiding
the optimal selection of processing/printing parameters that govern microstructure and
performance in 3D-printed polymer composites.
vii
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Chapter 1




Fused filament fabrication (FFF), an extrusion-based additive manufacturing (AM) method,
is the most common type of 3D printing, which only uses thermoplastic polymer materials.
FFF involves extruding a semi-molten thermoplastic material through a heated nozzle in a
layer-by-layer fashion. Generally, 3D printed thermoplastics and thermoplastic composites
via FFF suffer from poor layer-to-layer bonding, unavoidable porosity and inferior mechanical
properties due to the thermal gradients that develop during printing [23, 31, 3, 11]. Despite
the rapid advancements that are being made in thermoplastic AM, thermoset polymer
materials have shown great promise as feedstock materials for the extrusion-based direct
ink writing (DIW) AM technology (also known as Robocasting).
Thermoset materials offer high strength and stiffness, desirable thermal properties and
increased compatibility with existing structural and functional filler materials. The potential
use of thermoset polymers as ink feedstocks for DIW is attractive because chemical cross-
links can form between printed layers and adjacent roads to improve the inter-layer and
inter-road bonds compared to the printed thermoplastics [21, 22, 20]. The development of
improved structural [14, 91, 22, 18, 94, 92, 83, 85] and functional [21, 20, 80] thermoset
feedstock materials for DIW has been a major focus area by many researchers; however, a
deep understanding of the fundamental processes during ink formulation and printing which
govern microstructure and performance in 3D printed composites remains largely unexplored.
This dissertation attempts to shed light onto the process–structure–property relationship in
3D printed thermoset composites produced via DIW. Establishing such a relationship is
necessary to apply any engineering design principles to the design of AM components.
DIW involves extruding thermoset materials through fine deposition nozzles at room
temperature, wherein the entire part is printed and subsequently thermally cured [22, 20, 21].
However, the success of DIW is dependent on the ability to design stable viscoealstic ink feed-
stocks with favorable rheological properties [22]. The ink material must exhibit strong shear-
thinning and a yield stress behavior to enable efficient flow through fine nozzle diameters and
shape retention after deposition, without curing on-the-fly [22]. Such rheological properties
are usually imparted to thermoset resins through the incorporation of high-aspect-ratio
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and high-surface-area filler materials [22, 14, 20]. In addition, as in any extrusion-based
process, the shear and extensional flows that develop in the deposition nozzle during DIW
induce preferential alignment on high-aspect-ratio filler materials in the ink [14, 91, 22, 83].
Therefore, filler orientation can be locally controlled within a printed part via tailoring the
print path [2, 22].
For structural applications, several studies have focused on the development of print-
able fiber-reinforced epoxy-based inks for DIW, achieving printed fiber composites with
exceptional strength and stiffness values along the print direction [22, 83, 92]. However,
in these studies, fiber fillers alone, such as discontinuous carbon fibers and silicon carbide
(SiC) whiskers, were found to be insufficient in epoxy resins to produce appreciable solid-
like behavior and enable DIW printing. Therefore, a rheology modifier (i.e. viscosifier)
was added along with fibers to induce thixotropy and enhance printability. The rheology
modifiers that have been used most frequently for DIW are fumed silica (FS) [14, 91, 18, 72]
and nanoclay (NC) platelets [22, 92, 83, 84]. To date, it has not been systematically
studied what effects a rheology modifier has on the printability of a thermoset resin in the
absence of fiber reinforcements. Furthermore, the effects of the deposition process on the
orientation/arrangements of nanoscale fillers (i.e. NC, graphene flakes, carbon nanotubes,
etc.), as well as the resulting effects on the thermomechanical properties and anisotropy in
3D printed composites have not been investigated in depth yet.
The orientation of high-aspect-ratio filler materials during DIW printing leads to a
strong mechanical anisotropy in printed composites [22, 91, 92, 83]. This printing-induced
anisotropy is a critical issue that impedes the straightforward design of composite parts
for AM. Recent efforts have been taken to enable greater control over filler orientation and
to achieve prescribed level of anisotropy in printed composites. These efforts have mainly
focused on the utility of novel printhead designs and coupling DIW with external fields
during printing, such as magnetic [69], acoustic [19, 18, 80] or shear [94] fields. In spite of
these exceptional efforts, the specific fundamental relationships between filler morphology,
print parameters (i.e. nozzle size and print speed), and resulting mechanical anisotropy in
3D printed composites have not been investigated yet. To 3D print a part via DIW, one
must select a nozzle size and print speed. The effects of these necessary choices on filler
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orientation and mechanical anisotropy in printed composites have not been systematically
explored in this context yet. In addition, different filler morphologies have been utilized in the
prior studies for developing DIW inks, such as platelet-like (i.e. NC, graphene), spheroidal-
like (i.e. FS) and rod-like (i.e. SiC and CF). However, the extent to which these distinct
morphologies, along with selected print parameters affect anisotropy in printed composites is
not yet investigated. The current work will investigate these aspects utilizing the following
filler materials: FS, NC, SiC and CF.
Furthermore, formulating structural DIW inks is typically done under high-shear mixing
processes to enable sufficient dispersion of ink constituents and prevent potential issues with
nozzle clogging. However, for certain filler materials, specifically CFs, their morphology is
large and more fragile compared to other fillers, such as SiC whiskers, leading to potential
fiber length attrition due to fiber interactions during mixing. It is important to highlight that
the mechanical performance of fiber-reinforced composites is highly dependent on factors,
such as fiber content, fiber length distribution (FLD) and fiber orientation distribution
(FOD) [39, 41, 110]. Thus, to enable an understanding of the mechanical behavior of such
printed composites, the linkage between fiber content, processing/printing parameters, the
resulting FLD and FOD, and mechanical properties of 3D printed composites needs to be
established.
1.2 Objectives
This dissertation seeks to elucidate process–structure–property relationships in 3D-printed
epoxy composites produced via DIW. The specific objectives of this work are as follows:
• Investigating the effects of DIW deposition on filler arrangements and mechanical
anisotropy in 3D-printed epoxy nanocomposites.
• Characterizing the effects of filler morphology, nozzle size and print speed on the extent
of filler orientation, mechanical properties (i.e. strength and stiffness), and anisotropy
in 3D-printed epoxy composites.
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• Investigating the effects of ink formulation and processing parameters on fiber
length distribution (FLD), printing behavior, fiber orientation distribution (FOD) and
mechanical behavior in 3D-printed short carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy composites.
The fundamental questions underlying our research objectives include the following: (i)
How does a rheology modifier affect the printability of a thermoset resin in the absence of fiber
reinforcements? (ii) Does the deposition process in DIW impart microstructural ordering on
high-aspect-ratio nano-scale filler materials (i.e. nanoclays)? (iii) How does the deposition
process in DIW influence the thermomechanical properties and anisotropy in 3D printed
epoxy composites? (iv) How does the choice of print parameters (i.e. nozzle size and print
speed) affect the strength and stiffness of 3D-printed composites comprised of isotropic and
anisotropic filler materials? (v) How does the formulation process of fiber-filled DIW inks
affect fiber length distribution (FLD), printability and mechanical properties of 3D printed
fiber composites? (vi) How does the alteration of print parameters impact the resulting fiber
orientation distribution (FOD) and mechanical anisotropy in 3D-printed short carbon fiber-
reinforced epoxy composites? By answering these questions we hope to provide a basis for
future optimization of material systems and printing/processing parameters to enable more
robust design of 3D-printed composite parts.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 provides a background information on additive manufacturing – specifically
extrusion-based technologies and 3D-printed polymer composites – to give context to the
current work.
Chapter 3 begins by investigating the rheological requirements for successful DIW
using an epoxy/nanoclay (NC) material system in the absence of fiber reinforcements.
It also investigates the effects of NC content on the printing behavior, the resulting
thermomechancial properties, and anisotropy in printed nanocomposites as characterized by
flexural testing, nanoindentation mapping, dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA) and polarized light microscopy (POM). This chapter also
expands into investigating the effects of the deposition process on the alignment and
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arrangements of NC platelets within a printed composite using POM and scanning micro-
beam small-angle X-ray scattering (µSAXS). This chapter concludes by establishing explicit
correlations between optical birefringence patterns associated with the printing process,
local/bulk mechanical properties, and filler arrangements within a 3D printed epoxy/NC
composite.
Chapter 4 expands the work into investigating fundamental relationships between filler
morphology, print parameters (i.e. nozzle size and print speed) and the extent of mechanical
anisotropy in 3D printed epoxy-based composites. Printable epoxy-based inks are formulated
for DIW using filler materials with different morphologies. Test specimens are printed
using different nozzle sizes and print speeds. The mechanical properties and anisotropy
of printed composites are characterized by testing specimens parallel and transverse to the
print direction using 3pt-flexural testing. The composites microstructure, print patterns
and degree of filler orientation are evaluated through POM, small– and wide–angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS & WAXS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Chapter 5 aims at investigating the effects of ink formulation and processing parameters
on the evolution fiber length distribution (FLD) during processing of epoxy/chopped-CF inks
for DIW. The processing parameters that are taken into account are: (i) CF volume content,
(ii) the presence or absence of a rheology modifier (i.e. NC platelets), and (iii) shear mixing
time. FLD is measured for a wide range inks, and the distributions are fit with a Weibull-
type distribution function. Tradeoffs between FLD, ink processability, ink rheology, printing
behavior and mechanical properties are highlighted. Additionally, the effects of printing
parameters (nozzle size and print speed) on mechanical anisotropy and fiber orientation
distribution (FOD) in printed composites are explored. Mechanical properties of printed
composites are characterized via 3pt-flexural testing, and microstructure is investigated
using optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and x-ray computed tomography.
Finally, the fitted Weibull parameters are fed into a composite model that incorporates FLD
and FOD, and model predictions are found to be in excellent agreement with experimental
observations.






Additive manufacturing (AM), commonly referred to as three-dimensional printing (3DP),
rapid prototyping (RP) or freeform fabrication, is an emerging technology that enables
the fabrication of components with unprecedented geometric complexity and material
architectures. A key requirement for any AM process is the design of a virtual three-
dimensional Computer-Aided Design (3D CAD) model. An example is shown in Figure
2.1 for AM of a teacup. The 3D CAD model is needed to fully describe the desired part
geometry and where the material is to be located within a design space [107]. Using a slicing
software, the CAD model is sliced into finite number of cross-sections (i.e. 2D contours)
that also define the tool path (or print path), as shown in Figure 2.1. The generated data is
then converted to a standard AM file, known as Standard Tessellation Language (STL), that
AM processes use for printing. As opposed to subtractive processes, in which the material
is removed bit-by-bit from a bulk to form the desired geometry, the part in AM is built in
an incremental, layer-by-layer fashion. Each printed layer in the physical part represents a
thin cross-section of the geometry derived from the original CAD model. However, as the
build progresses, the printed layers must be adhered to one another to achieve void-free and
robust structures.
AM was first developed by Chuck Hull in the mid-1980’s when he invented the technology
of Stereolithography for 3D-printing of photopolymers. AM technologies have evolved since
then and now can process a wide range of materials, including metals [101, 37, 57], ceramics
[112, 66], polymers [30, 29, 116, 118] and biomaterials [12, 55, 131].
2.2 Polymer AM technologies
Polymer AM technologies include [107]: (i) stereolithography (SLA), (ii) photopolymer
jetting (Polyjet), (iii) selective laser sintering (SLS), (iv) fused filament fabrication (FFF),
and (v) direct ink writing (DIW). In both SLA and Polyjet processes, liquid photopolymer
precursors are exposed to an ultraviolet (UV) laser to enable cross-linking during or directly
after deposition [78]. SLS process uses powdered thermoplastic polymer feed-stocks that are
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CAD Solid Model Faceted Model Virtually slice
Layer-specific 
“tool” paths
Build each layer 
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Figure 2.1: CAD model of a teacup with further images showing how additive
manufacturing works [123]
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selectively sintered or fused in a powder bed using a laser beam [45]. In FFF processes —
including fused deposition modeling (FDM) and big area additive manufacturing (BAAM)
— thermoplastic feedstocks, either in the form of pellets or filaments, are semi-molten in a
heated nozzle and then directly deposited via extrusion onto a substrate [4, 67, 29, 31, 23,
56]. Finally, DIW utilizes viscoelastic thermoset feed-stocks, such as epoxies and silicones,
that can be deposited through small nozzle diameters via extrusion at room temperature
[73, 22, 21, 20]. In the next sections, we will only focus on the extrusion-based polymer AM
technologies, which include both FFF and DIW.
2.3 Extrusion-based polymer AM
2.3.1 Fused filament fabrication (FFF) and its composites
FFF processes are the most common types of extrusion-based 3D printing, but limited to the
use of thermoplastic polymers, like Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), Poly(lactic acid)
(PLA), and Nylon. FFF processes typically involve melting and extruding the thermoplastic
material through a heated deposition nozzle, and the deposited layers cool and solidify upon
printing, as shown in Figure 2.2. As a consequence, high thermal gradients and residual
stresses can develop in printed parts, leading to void formation, poor layer-to-layer bonding,
warping and inferior mechanical properties [110, 31, 67, 3, 23]. To improve the mechanical
performance and thermal properties of printed thermoplastics, researchers in the field have
added filler materials into thermplastic resins.
For example, Love et al. showed that the incorporation of carbon fibers (CFs) (up
to 13 vol%) into a thermoplastic ABS resin can drastically diminish warping in printed
parts by reducing the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the neat ABS resin by
88.72% along the deposition direction [76]. The work also showed that printed ABS/CF
composites exhibited higher tensile strength (∼194% increase), stiffness (∼335% increase),
and thermal conductivity (∼124.3% increase) than neat ABS when tested parallel to the
deposition direction [76].
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the fused filament fabrication (FFF) technology [65]
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Zhong et al. incorporated glass fibers (up to 18 wt%) into an ABS resin, leading to
an increase of 140% in the tensile strength along the print direction; however, the presence
of glass fibers was found to reduce the flexibility of the ABS filaments [133]. Tekinalp et
al. showed that short CFs align in the print direction during printing ABS/CF composites
(up to 40 wt% CF), improving the strength by 115% and the stiffness by ∼700% along
the print direction over neat ABS [110]. Although highly oriented CFs were achieved in
printed ABS/CF composites, increased porosity caused lower tensile properties than those
of their compression-molded counterparts [110]. It was also found that the average fiber
length in printed ABS/CF composites decreased with increasing CF content, as a result of
fiber breakage during compounding the CF and ABS resin under high-shear mixing [110].
Yeole et al. compared CF-reinforced polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) composites with 50 wt%
CF produced via single-screw FFF printing, injection, and compression traditional molding
processes [130]. In their work, it was shown that FFF composites display comparable
tensile properties to compression-molded composites, while injection-molded composites
exhibit a 119% and 55% increase in the strength and stiffness, respectively, over FFF
composites [130]. Fiber attrition was observed in the three different composites, with FFF
composites exhibiting the highest volume porosity, which was the reason behind reducing
their mechanical properties [130].
Ning et al. investigated the effect of fiber length on the mechanical properties of ABS/CF
composites printed via FFF at a CF loading of 5 wt% [86]. Their results showed that printed
composites with fiber lengths of 150 µm achieved higher tensile strength and modulus than
printed composites with fiber lengths of 100 µm [86].
Other structural filler materials were also employed, for example, Shofner et al. added
10 wt% of single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to an ABS resin and showed that CNTs
adopt preferred alignment during printing, improving the tensile strength and modulus along
the print direction by 39% and 61%, respectively, over the ABS resin [104]. Weng et al.
showed that the addition of only 5 wt% of organic modified montmorillonite (OMMT) to
an ABS resin improved the tensile strength by 43%, the elastic modulus by 200% and the
glass-transition temperature by 13% over neat ABS [122].
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Although the above studies demonstrate that the addition of filler materials to thermo-
plastic resins can drastically improve the mechanical properties along the print direction,
poor interlaying bonding and prominent porosity remains a challenge in printed thermo-
plastic polymers. As opposed to thermoplastic feed-stocks, thermoset polymer materials
– those that undergo an irreversible chemical crosslinking when heated – offer excellent
combined mechanical, chemical and thermal properties, as well as increased compatibility
with existing structural and functional filler materials. Thermoset polymers have shown
significant promise as feed-stocks for DIW AM technology.
2.3.2 Direct ink writing (DIW)
DIW is a novel, low-cost extrusion-based AM technology that is commonly used for 3D
printing of polymers. This method uses ink feedstocks with tailored rheological properties
that can be extruded through sub-millimeter deposition nozzles (≥ 50 µm) and patterned
in a filamentary form, as schematically shown in Figure 2.3. This approach enables self-
stable 3D objects with micro-to-macro length scales to be printed, and the resolution of the
printed part can be controlled by the size of the extrusion nozzle. DIW deposits the feedstock
material using appropriate syringe-like cartridges that are controlled via either pneumatic
pressure or displacement-based mechanical plungers. During deposition, a 3-axis motion
stage is used to move the nozzle (i.e print head) at a given translation rate in the X-Y-Z
plane (Figure 2.3) based on the geometry of the part. DIW was initially introduced under
the name of “Robocasting” for the deposition of ceramic slurries by Cesarano, J and Calvert,
P in the 1990’s [link], and then was expanded for the deposition of reinforced thermosetting
polymers [91, 14, 13]. Recently, DIW has been employed for the deposition of metal-based
inks [127, 126], polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [58], recyclable inks [103], functional inks
[21, 20, 73], ceramic-based inks [74, 66] and others. The feed-stock in DIW, depending
on the base resin, can be deposited at room temperature and then cured through either
gelation, liquid evaporation or heat, or it can be exposed to some heat or ultraviolet light
during deposition to induce cure [73].
This work will mainly focus on thermoset ink materials, specifically epoxy-based inks,
for room temperature DIW. To formulate a thermoset ink for DIW, three key constituents
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Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of direct ink writing (DIW) technology
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are needed: (i) thermoset base resin, (ii) crosslinker or catalyst, and (iii) additives
(structural and/or functional filler materials). These constituents are usually mixed together
in a high-shear planetary mixer to enable sufficient dispersion of fillers into the base resin
and prevent potential nozzle clogging during printing [22]. The resulting ink material (i.e.
mixture) must possess certain favorable rheological properties to enable deposition at room
temperature [73, 22, 20]. Section 2.4 provides a detailed discussion about the rheological
properties and filler materials required for DIW printing.
2.4 DIW requirements
2.4.1 Ink rheology
The nature of room temperature DIW printing places unique requirements on the rheology
of the ink material to be printed. The ink material developed for DIW must exhibit strong
shear-thinning behavior to enable efficient flow through fine deposition nozzles. In addition,
the ink material must exhibit a solid-like behavior with a sufficiently high storage (i.e. elastic)
modulus (G′) and shear yield stress (τy), so that the part can maintain its shape upon
printing, without immediate curing after deposition [20, 22, 73, 74, 98, 105].
Figure 2.4 shows representative plots of the rheological properties typically observed with
DIW inks. Figure 2.4a displays the viscosity (η) as a function of shear rate (γ̇). The shear-
thinning behavior can be observed in Figure 2.4a, which is characterized by a decrease in
the viscosity of the ink by several orders of magnitude as the applied shear rate increases.
Typical shear rates experienced during DIW range from γ̇ = 0.01 to γ̇ = 50 s−1. Figure
2.4b shows representative plots of the storage (G′) and loss (G′′) moduli as a function of
shear stress (τ). G′ represents the elastic behavior of the ink material, and G′′ represents the
viscous behavior of the ink material. For a shear-thinning ink, at low shear stresses, G′ is
higher than G′′, indicating that the ink behaves predominantly as a solid-like fluid. However,
as the applied shear stress exceeds a certain value, G′ decreases monotonically to a value
below that of G′′, indicating that the ink begin to behave more as a viscous-like fluid. This
transition from solid-like to viscous-like behavior corresponds to the shear yield stress (τy),
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Figure 2.4: DIW rheological requirements: (a) viscosity as a function of shear rate and
(b) log-log plots of storage and loss moduli as a function of shear stress for Newtonian and
shear-thinning ink fluids
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which can be measured from the crossover point between the two moduli (G′ = G′′).
Inks with high shear yield stress values are usually preferable, since they are capable of
holding their shape upon deposition and resisting deformation under gravitational force,
thereby minimizing material spreading and flowing. However, higher extrusion pressures or
mechanical forces are required to enable flow of such inks through a nozzle.
For viscous fluids, such as most epoxy resins, the viscosity is constant over a certain
range of shear rate (Figure 2.4a), characteristic of a Newtonian behavior. As a result, G′′
is higher than G′ across the range of shear stress, and both moduli are stress-independent
(Figure 2.4b). Although this fluid can be easily extruded through a small nozzle diameter,
it does not have the capability to remain stable after deposition.
These rheological properties are frequently measured using a rotational rheometer with
parallel plate measuring system. The ink material is loaded between two parallel plates with
prescribed gap size, one of which rotates at a known rate. The shear-thinning behaviour is
usually characterized using continuous flow sweeps at controlled shear rates, while storage
and loss moduli are measured using oscillatory stress sweeps in stress controlled mode [22,
20, 83, 105].
2.4.2 Filler materials
These rheological properties (i.e., strong shear-thinning and yield stress behavior) required
for DIW are usually imparted to epoxy resins by high-aspect-ratio and high-surface-area filler
materials. Such fillers increase the viscosity and stiffness of the base resin at rest through
interfacial interactions between the filler and base resin, leading to increased print stability
after deposition [98, 21, 20, 22, 105]. The rheology modifiers (i.e. viscosifiers) that have
been utilized most frequently are functionalized nanoclay (NC) platelets [22, 94, 83, 85, 84,
92, 21, 20] and fumed silica (FS) particles [91, 14, 18, 69]. Many other filler materials have
been added along with these viscosifiers in epoxy resins to enable DIW of both structural
and functional composites. Of these, discontinuous carbon fibers (CFs) [22, 92, 83, 94, 88],
Silicon carbide (SiC) whiskers [22], short Kevlar fibers [84], glass microballoons (GMBs)
[85, 88], graphene platelets [20], NdFeB magnetic particles [21], etc.
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The filler materials utilized can serve to impart both beneficial rheological properties
for DIW, and desirable mechanical reinforcement in the printed, cured composite. This
is possible through properly tailoring ink constituents and filler loadings. Moreover, these
filler materials have different morphologies, which may lead to meaningful differences in
rheological behavior and resulting mechanical anisotropy in printed composites.
To disperse fillers into the base resin (i.e. matrix), high-shear mixing processes are
typically employed. For certain filler morphologies, such as fibers, fiber breakage can occur
during formulating due to fiber-fiber and fiber-matrix interactions, resulting in a fiber length
distribution (FLD) in the ink formulation [110, 39]. FLD along with fiber content are
important parameters that significantly influence the mechanical behavior of fiber-reinforced
polymer composites [39, 41, 92, 83]. While high fiber contents are desirable for higher
strength and stiffness values, more mixing time is required to achieve sufficient dispersion,
which lead to a decrease in the mean fiber length [110]. This leads to a tradeoff between fiber
length and fiber loading. However, to enable efficient load transfer to the fibers by the matrix
and allow sufficient translation of fiber property, fibers need to be longer than a critical value
[41]. The critical fiber length (Lc) can be defined as the minimum fiber length at which an
effective load transfer is transmitted to the fibers by the matrix. Lc is dependent on fiber
diameter, the ultimate strength of the fiber and the interfacial shear strength between the
fiber and matrix [39]. It is hypothesized that the FLD can be controlled via rational selection
of mixing time, fiber content and other ink constituents (i.e. rheology modifiers).
2.5 3D-printed thermoset composites and mechanical
properties
With thermoset DIW inks, since the part can be printed entirely at room temperature and
subsequently thermally cured in a secondary step, the dependency of mechanical properties
on thermal history can be significantly reduced. This approach allows thorough chemical
crosslinking between layers which is hypothesized to lead to more cohesive interlayer bonding
than FFF [22, 21, 77, 92, 83]. Additionally, enabled by deposition at room temperature, DIW
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offers significant reduction in energy consumption compared to FFF processes, where the
thermoplastic material is subjected to repeated heating and cooling cycles throughout the
printing process.
Epoxies have been used most frequently as the DIW ink base. For example, the first
demonstration of material extrusion AM of epoxy composites was performed by Calvert et
al. in 1997 [14]. In that study, the team formulated epoxy-based inks for DIW utilizing
varying fractions of CF with varying fiber lengths and in the presence of FS to impose shear-
thinning behavior. The modulus and strength of printed composites showed dependence on
both fiber length and CF content, and fiber orientation was shown to follow the direction of
printing. In a subsequent study, Peng et al. formulated glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy inks for
DIW in the presence of FS nanofiller [91]. In that study, flexure test specimens were printed
with varying print-head speeds and raster angles (i.e. print paths) relative to the length of
the specimen [91]. Their results showed that the degree of fiber orientation increases with
increasing print-head speed while keeping the flow rate constant. As a result of increased
fiber alignment, the flexural modulus improved by 50% as the print-head speed increased by
a factor of 2.5 [91]. In addition, anisotropy was observed in measured flexural modulus as a
result of preferred fiber orientation relative to the print path (or raster angle) [91].
Furthermore, Compton and Lewis formulated epoxy inks filled with SiC, CF and NC
filler materials, achieving Young’s modulus up to 24.5 GPa along the print direction
[22]. Additionally, strong mechanical anisotropy was observed in tensile specimens printed
longitudinal and transverse to the print direction [22]. They attributed this observation to
the highly aligned and oriented fibers in the direction of printing [22].
Malek et al. used ultrahigh-modulus pitch-based CFs in an epoxy resin filled with NC
and achieved elastic modulus up to 57 GPa in the direction of printing [77]. More recently,
Nawafleh and Celik utilized a vibration-assisted print head to enable printing epoxy/NC/CF
inks with a high loading of CF (up to 46 vol%), achieving flexural strength values up to 400
MPa and stiffness up to 53 GPa in the print direction [83]. The strength versus modulus
values for current 3D printed fiber-reinforced epoxy composites are plotted in Figure 2.5 and
summarized in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.5: Property space map of strength versus modulus for 3D-printed fiber-reinforced
epoxy composites fabricated via DIW [14, 91, 22, 18, 77, 92, 83, 84].
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Table 2.1: Composition and mechanical properties of epoxy-based fiber-reinforced
composites produced via DIW
Epoxy Resin Viscosifier/ Fiber Fiber Fiber Composite Composite Source
/curing agent content type content length modulus strength
(wt%) (vol%) (µm) (GPa) (MPa)
0 - 2.7 67
10.2 200 5.3 75
13.8 200 6.2 79
21.6 200 7.7 76
10.2 85 4 70
10.2 110 4.6 83
MY720/ FS/8 CF 10.2 170 4.6 71 [14]
DDS 10.2 220 5.3 76
13.8 85 5.9 62
13.8 110 5.6 57
13.8 170 6.6 58
13.8 220 7.5 64
0 - 3.2 48
Epon828/ FS/8 CF 13.8 220 7.1 72 [14]
Jeffamine 21.6 220 8.6 67
18 4.2 91
18 5.1 92
Epon828/ FS/8 GF 18 30-70 5.6 106 [91]




Epoxy Resin Viscosifier/ Fiber Fiber Fiber Composite Composite Source
/curing agent content type content length modulus strength
(wt%) (vol%) (µm) (GPa) (MPa)
0 5.55 33.6
0 6.22 29.2
Epon826/ NC SiC 17.3 12 10.6 69.8 [22]





Epon826/ FS/6 SiC 0.8 20-63 2.3 48 [18]
VS03 1.9 3.4 45
0.8 3.4 75
0 - 3.2 68
0.6 1171 3.5 70
Epon826/ NC/5 CF 2.3 413 6 100 [92]
VS03 3.9 370 7.2 124
5.5 315 10.3 127
5 5 103
12 11 198
Epon826/ NC CF 21 50 22 202 [83]




2.6 Filler alignment and anisotropy
The prior studies demonstrated that high-aspect-ratio filler materials align in the print
direction during extrusion-based 3D-printing [14, 91, 22, 92, 110]. Filler alignment (see
Figure 2.6) occurs as a result of the high shear and extensional flow fields that the ink
material experiences as being extruded through the deposition nozzle [22]. This shear-
induced alignment leads to strong anisotropy in 3D printed composites that significantly
complicates the straightforward design of additively manufactured composite parts.
The alignment of high-aspect-ratio filler materials during extrusion has been studied for
decades. Jeffrey showed that plate- and rod-like fillers adopt a stable alignment (with their
longer axis oriented along the flow direction) in purely extensional flows, however, in a simple
shear flow, elliptical fillers continue to rotate (Jeffrey orbitals), resulting in a non-static filler
alignment [62]. More recently, other authors extended Jeffery’s analysis to concentrated
short-fiber suspensions and to enable the prediction of the distribution of fiber orientation,
as well as the thermal and mechanical properties of the fiber composites [36, 1].
Typically, the degree of filler alignment is dependent on several factors such as, filler
aspect-ratio, ink viscosity, filler volume fraction and processing parameters (i.e. nozzle
geometry, translation rate and extrusion rate). For example, Goettler found that fiber
orientation is highly dictated by the the total amount of extensional strain that is subjected
to the flowing material [48]. The total extensional strain is determined by the area reduction
ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the diameter of the fluid reservoir to the diameter of
extrusion die [48]. Farkash et al. reported a strong correlation between fiber orientation
and the aspect ratio of the extrusion channel (or die), and a weak correlation between fiber
alignment and flow rate [34]. Additionally, an increase in filler alignment was observed
with increasing filler aspect-ratio, as well as with increasing the viscosity of the carrier fluid
[82, 41, 34]. Many researchers observed a decrease in the degree of filler alignment with
increasing filler loading [10, 71, 82].
In the context of extrusion-based AM, Compton and Lewis showed that short carbon
fibers highly align in the printed direction for printed epoxy-based composites [22], Tekinalp
et al. reported a high degree of fiber orientation along the print direction for printed ABS
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic illustration of the alignment of high-aspect-ratio fillers within
the nozzle during DIW deposition, and (b) epoxy/SiC/Carbon-fiber printed walls, revealing
highly oriented carbon fibers oriented in the print direction. Adapted from [22].
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thermoplastic composites [110], and Peng et al. showed an increased alignment of glass-fibers
along the direction of deposition with increasing the translation speed of the print-head while
keeping the extrusion rate constant [91]. In a very recent study, Haney et al. reported an
increase in the alignment of graphene (GNP) platelets with increasing the translation speed
of the print-head, and hence increasing the electrical conductivity of printed epoxy/GNP
composites [54]. It is noted that the alteration of printing parameters in DIW (i.e. nozzle
size, print speed and extrusion pressure) leads to a change of the shear forces acting on
the extruded ink material during deposition, which, in turn, affect the final degree of filler
alignment in the printed composites [22, 91, 54].
To enable greater control over filler orientation and resulting anisotropy in 3D printed
composites, multiple routes have been implemented. For example, Raney and Compton
et al. have implemented a novel, rotational print-head during DIW extrusion, imparting
a helical arrangement of carbon fibers in printed epoxy composites [94]. In this manner,
the resulting helical angle of fibers relative to the axis of printed filament can be spatially
controlled through proper regulation of the ratio of rotation rate to translation rate. Collino
et al. have shown that the alignment of microfibers can be spatially controlled within printed
epoxy filaments using an acoustic focusing nozzle during a DIW process [18]. In addition,
Melchert et al. employed acoustic fields to control the arrangements of conductive short CFs
in a flexible photopolymer, enabling tuned electrical conductivity in printed composites [80].
Kokkinis et al. utilized external magnetic fields to spatially control the composition and the




Effects of DIW deposition on filler
arrangements and mechanical
anisotropy in 3D-printed epoxy
nanocomposites
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This chapter is revised based on a paper published by Hmeidat et al.: Hmeidat, N.
S., Kemp, J. W., & Compton, B. G. (2018). High-strength epoxy nanocomposites for 3D
printing. Composites Science and Technology, 160:9–20. Link [59].
The Scanning micro-beam small-angle X-ray scattering figure (Figure 3.14a) is adapted
from a published paper by Trigg et al.: Trigg, E. B., Hmeidat, N. S., Smieska, L.
M., Woll, A. R., Compton, B. G., & Koerner, H. (2021). Revealing filler morphology in
3D-printed thermoset nanocomposites by scanning microbeam X-ray scattering. Additive
Manufacturing, 37, 101729. Link [114].
3.1 Abstract
Clay-based nanoscale filler materials are commonly used as viscosifiers (i.e. rheology
modifiers) in fiber-filled polymer inks developed for direct ink writing (DIW). The high-
surface-area of nanocaly (NC) results in high interfacial area shared with the polymer resin,
imparting desirable rheological properties (i.e. shear-thinning and shear yield stress) required
for deposition. However, little is known about the effects of the deposition process on the
orientation of nanoscale fillers (i.e. NC), and the resulting effects on thermomechanical
properties of printed composites. In this work, we characterize the effects of the content of
a functionalized NC on the rheological properties and printing behavior of an epoxy resin in
the absence of fiber reinforcements. Furthermore, we investigate the effects of the deposition
process on the orientation of NC platelets, as well as the resulting thermo-mechanical
properties and anisotropy in 3D-printed epoxy/NC composites. The rheological properties of
ink formulations containing up to 12.5 wt.% NC are measured using parallel plate rheometry,
and the thermo-mechanical properties of the printed composites are measured using 3-
pt flexural testing, nanoindentation mapping, dynamic mechanical analysis, and thermo-
gravimetric analysis. Print patterns and filler orientation are studied using polarized light
microscopy (POM) and micro-beam small-angle X-ray scattering (µSAXS). Good printing
behavior was observed in NC inks with shear yield stress and plateau elastic modulus values
greater than ∼300 Pa and ∼60 kPa, respectively. The deposition process is shown to
impart preferential orientation to the NC platelets associated with (1) the shear fields during
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extrusion and (2) the road-to-road shear upon deposition onto the substrate, resulting
in mechanical anisotropy in printed composites. Flexural strength values range from 80
MPa to 100 MPa for cast samples and printed samples tested transverse to the printing
direction, and up to 143 MPa for printed samples tested parallel to the print direction.
Despite the observed anisotropic strength values, the strength in each direction is significantly
greater than values reported for 3D printed thermoplastic composites, suggesting that the
epoxy/NC system has high potential for further development as a 3D printing feedstock
material. Finally, correlations between visible optical birefringence patterns associated with
the printing process, local mechanical properties, and NC arrangements within a printed
component are presented.
3.2 Introduction
Nano-scale layered silicates, such as nanoclay (NC), show great promise as filler materials
to improve the strength, stiffness, toughness, gas barrier, and flame retardant properties
of polymer resins [9, 43, 70, 134, 52]. The exceptional property enhancements are mainly
attributed to the high surface-to-volume ratio and platelet morphology of NC, which results
in high interfacial area and interaction volume between the filler and matrix, and enables
the platelets to be oriented through certain processing routes like solvent casting [28], and
high shear extrusion [42]. The NC/epoxy system, in particular, has received considerable
attention because of the desirable mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties of cross-
linked epoxy resins, and the favorable interaction chemistry between the epoxy prepolymer
and the NC materials [9, 70, 134, 16, 81, 90, 100]. However, the high surface area of the
NC platelets leads to large increases in viscosity when added to epoxy resins [81], which can
present challenges during processing using traditional methods such as casting or infiltration.
Recently, Compton and Lewis demonstrated that NC platelets can be used in epoxy/short
fiber composite inks for direct ink writing (DIW) additive manufacturing (AM) to impart
nearly ideal rheological properties (a high degree of shear thinning, and yield stress behavior)
for extrusion-based 3D printing [22]. Since this work, there has been significant effort in 3D
printing of polymer matrix composites in general [118, 33, 61, 89], and rapid progress in 3D
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printing of epoxy-based composite materials containing silica, NCs, fibers, and functional
materials [18, 20, 21, 38, 72, 77], specifically. These works have demonstrated significant
improvements in elastic modulus (up to 57 GPa in tension) [77] and control of filler
orientation and architecture [18, 94] compared to earlier work [22, 14, 91], but basic 3D-
printable epoxy/NC systems have not been thoroughly characterized and investigated in the
context of AM. In this work we investigate effects of NC content on the rheology, printing
behavior, and thermomechanical properties of an epoxy-based DIW feedstock in the absence
of fibers or functional filler materials. We also investigate the effects of the deposition
process on the orientation of NC platelets and anisotropy in the resulting printed epoxy/NC
nanocomposites.
AM is the process of building components in an incremental, additive fashion through
either direct material deposition or selective material consolidation within a vat or powder
bed. Traditional polymer AM technologies use either thermoplastic feedstocks that are
liquefied in a heated deposition nozzle prior to deposition, as is the case with fused deposition
modeling (FDM), fused filament fabrication (FFF), and big area additive manufacturing
(BAAM), or are selectively sintered in a powder bed using a laser (selective laser sintering
- SLS), or they utilize liquid polymer precursors that cross-link when exposed to ultraviolet
light during or directly after deposition, as is the case for stereolithography (SLA) and
polymer jetting. DW 3D printing is somewhat different in that viscoelastic feedstocks are
deposited via extrusion through fine nozzles at room temperature without requiring melting
prior to, or curing immediately after, deposition. In this process, shown schematically in
Figure 3.1a, the feedstocks must possess sufficient yield stress and shear thinning behavior
that they can be readily extruded through fine nozzles, but quickly recover high viscosity and
elastic behavior in order to maintain shape after deposition [73, 111]. Because the process
proceeds at ambient temperature, it has the potential to alleviate the geometric warping and
residual stresses that arise in 3D printed thermoplastic materials due to the strong thermal
gradients that result from the heating and cooling associated with deposition [23, 26, 76, 117].
It is important to note that thermosets do experience shrinkage during curing [35] that can
lead to warping in geometrically complex parts. However, shrinkage can be limited through
the choice of curing agent and filler material, and preliminary experiments on large-scale –
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic illustration of direct ink writing 3D-printing. (b) 3D-printed
epoxy/NC rectangular specimens for both flexural and DMA test characterization, with
transverse specimens on the left and longitudinal specimens on the right. (c) 3D-printed
University of Tennessee logo with honeycomb infill. (d) Top, side, and end view optical
micrographs of a transverse flexure specimen printed using the 12.5 wt.% NC ink formulation.
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AM of thermoset polymers show significant promise [96]. Additionally, with thermoset
materials printed using DW, curing occurs well after deposition, so that chemical crosslinks
form between printed layers, potentially leading to drastic improvements in bond strength
between layers compared to printed thermoplastics, which are plagued with low strength in
the build direction [3, 31, 67].
Here, we report the effects of alkyl quaternary ammonium-functionalized NC platelets on
the rheological, printing, thermal, and mechanical properties of epoxy/NC nanocomposites
fabricated via DIW 3D-printing. In our approach, the NC is used as both the viscosifying
agent to impart beneficial rheological properties that enable DIW printing, and as mechanical
reinforcement in the cured composite. Inks are formulated containing fixed amounts of
epoxy resin and NC platelets up to 12.5 wt.%. The rheological properties of each ink
formulation are experimentally investigated using parallel plate rheometry, and the thermo-
mechanical properties of the printed composites are measured using 3-pt flexural testing,
nanoindentation mapping, thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA), and dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA). The effect of deposition on the orientation of NC platelets and associated
anisotropic strength and stiffness is probed by testing specimens parallel (hereafter referred
to as longitudinal specimens) and transverse (hereafter referred to as transverse specimens)
to the printing direction. Additionally, nanoindentation mapping is employed to probe the
local elastic modulus property within a single printed epoxy/NC filament (or road). Cast
and printed behavior is compared for one ink formulation, and a control ink formulated
using isotropic FS is also investigated for comparison. Good printing behavior is observed in
NC inks with shear yield stress values greater than ∼300 Pa, and observed strength values
are up to ∼5x higher than those reported in [22] for epoxy/NC DIW inks without fibers,
suggesting there is great potential for further development of this material system for additive
manufacturing. Finally, print patterns and degree of NC orientation are characterized using
polarized optical microscopy (POM) and micro-beam small-angle X-ray scattering (µSAXS).
Results establish explicit relationships between visible optical birefringence patterns, local




The epoxy resin used in this study is Epon 826 epoxy resin (Momentive Specialty Chemicals,
Inc., Columbus, OH), a Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBPA) resin with 178-186 weight
per epoxide, and density of 1.162 g/cc. 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIM
DCA) (Basionics VS 03, Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., St. Louis, MO) or dicyandiamide (DICY)
powder (Amicure CG-1200G, Evonik Industries AG, Essen, Germany) was used as a latent
curing agent for the epoxy resin. Imidazole-based curing agent (VS 03) results in inks with up
to one month of shelf stability at room temperature and also imparts a characteristic reddish-
brown to black color to the cured composite [53]. Garamite 7305 NC (BYK-Chemie GmbH,
Wesel, Germany) with a specific density of 1.5-1.7 g/cc was utilized as the nano-scale filler
material. Garamite 7305 is part of BYK’s patented Mixed Mineral Thixotrope technology
and is comprised of a blend of benzalkonium sepiolite and benzalkonium montmorillonite
(https://Specialchem, https://BYK), alkyl quaternary ammonium-modified silicates with
fibrous and layered crystal structures, respectively [9, 134, 5, 87]. As described in the
following sections, this NC blend readily disperses in epoxy and other polar polymer
resins and imparts strong rheology modification at fairly low loading. Additionally, one
ink formulation was made using fumed silica (FS) (Cab-o-sil TS-720, Cabot Corporation,
Alpharetta, GA) instead of NC as a control ink for comparison. FS is often used as a
viscosifyer in epoxy resins, and has been previously demonstrated to yield 3D-printable epoxy
inks [14, 91, 73]. FS particles, however, do not possess strong anisotropy, so they would not
be expected to adopt any preferred orientation during the printing process. Comparisons
between NC- and FS-based inks may thus provide greater insight into the specific effects of
the printing process and filler type on the mechanical properties of 3D-printed composites.
3.3.2 Ink formulations
The inks were prepared by mixing the epoxy resin with appropriate amounts of NC (or FS),
using a centrifugal planetary SpeedMixer (FlackTek, Inc., Landrum, SC) in 185-mL plastic
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containers. Six formulations, plus the control, were prepared using 30 g of Epon 826 resin
and 1.5 g of the curing agent (VS 03). The contents were mixed under vacuum at 0.1 atm
for 60 seconds at 1700 rpm. Next, the nanofiller was added, followed by 60 seconds of mixing
at 1700 rpm and 0.1 atm. After mixing with the nanofiller, the sides of the container were
scraped with a spatula and mixed for an additional 60 seconds at 1800 rpm and 0.1 atm
to make sure that the NC was completely dispersed and the mixture was bubble free. The
compositions of all NC ink formulations are summarized in Table 3.1. The control epoxy/FS
ink was formulated with 10 wt% FS. The 10 wt% FS was identified as a suitable amount
to modify the viscosity of the epoxy resin and to enable printing of stable mechanical test
specimens (see Section A.1 for more details). An additional ink containing 10 wt% NC was
formulated with the Amicure curing agent instead of VS 03, and will be refereed to as the
NC/Amicure ink.
3.3.3 3D printing
Ink formulations containing 7.5, 10 and 12.5 wt.% NC and 10 wt.% FS were printed using a
custom DIW 3D-printing platform comprised of a 3-axis positioning stage (Shopbot Tools,
Inc., Durham, NC), solenoid valves, and a voltage controlled air pressure regulator (Omega
Engineering, Inc., Norwalk, CT). Inks were manually loaded into 10 cc syringe barrels
(Nordson EFD, Westlake, OH) using a spatula. To eliminate bubbles, all loaded syringe
barrels were centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 10 minutes using a SorvallTM ST-8 Centrifuge
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The RPM and duration were chosen empirically
to effectively remove bubbles without causing any separation of the NC from the epoxy
resin, following [22]. Following the centrifuging process, the loaded syringe was inserted into
a pressure adapter (HP3, Nordson EFD, Westlake, OH). A 634-micron-diameter straight
metal Luer-lock syringe tip (McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL) was used to print all samples.
The layer height and filament-to-filament spacing were specified as 0.6 and 0.85 times the
nozzle diameter (380.4 µm). Longitudinal and transverse test specimens were printed using
translation speeds of 30 mm/s and 20 mm/s, respectively. The NC/Amicure ink was printed
using a tapered metal nozzle tip (S-type, GPD, Grand Junction, CO) with an outlet diameter
of 609 µm, and at a print speed of 20 mm/s using 50 psi (344.7 KPa) extrusion pressure –
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Table 3.1: Compositions of epoxy/NC formulations
Ink Resin VS 03 NC NC NC Density
(g) (g) (g) (wt.%) (calculated vol.%) (g/cc)
1 30 1.5 0.00 0.0 0.0 1.190
2 30 1.5 0.81 2.5 1.871 1.206
3 30 1.5 1.66 5 3.77 1.214
4 30 1.5 2.55 7.5 5.69 1.220
5 30 1.5 3.50 10 7.63 1.230
6 30 1.5 4.50 12.5 9.60 1.250
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applied to the ink without a pressure adapter. Ink formulations with 0, 2.5 and 5 wt.%
NC were too fluid to 3D print and were instead cast into printed silicone molds of the
same dimensions as the printed samples. To provide a comparison between cast and printed
specimens of the same formulation, additional specimens were made using the formulation
containing 5 wt.% NC by 3D-printing it into a silicone mold. In this manner, any orientation
of the NC that results from the printing process should be preserved, and may manifest in
the mechanical properties or microstructural observations. All inks were printed or cast onto
glass substrates covered with PTFE-coated aluminum foil (Bytac, Saint-Gobain Performance
Plastics, Worcester, MA) to prevent a permanent bond to the substrate. All samples were
pre-cured at 100 ◦C for 24 hours, allowed to cool down at room temperature, removed from
the substrate, and finally cured at 220 ◦C for 2 hours on an uncoated glass substrate. The
g-code defining the print path for all test samples was generated using custom programs
written with Scilab software (Scilab Enterprises, France). Representative 3D-printed DMA
and flexure samples are shown in Figure 3.1b. The print path for the UT logo shown
in Figure 3.1c was generated from a computer-aided design (CAD) solid model that was
converted to an .stl file and sliced for FFF printing using the open source slicing software,
Slic3r (http://slic3r.org/). The software-generated tool path was then converted for use on
our direct-write printer using a custom conversion program. The density of printed, cured
specimens was measured using the Archimedes method.
3.3.4 Ink rheology
Rheological properties of the inks were measured using a Discovery HR-2 Rheometer (TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE) with a gap size of 500 µm for all inks. All measurements were
preceded by a two minute conditioning step at a constant shear rate of 0.1/s. Oscillatory
stress sweeps were performed at controlled oscillatory stresses from (5 to 5000 Pa) and
continuous flow sweeps were performed at controlled shear rates from (0.02 to 100 1/s).
Tests were conducted at ambient lab temperature (∼21 ◦C).
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3.3.5 Thermal characterization
Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out on a Q500 by TA instruments. The
tests were run to 800 ◦C at a ramp rate of 10 ◦C/min under both air and nitrogen
atmospheres. Samples were cut from cured printed or cast bars using a low speed sectioning
saw (TechCut 4, Allied High Tech Products, Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA). Dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed on a Discovery HR-2 Rheometer using three-
point bending configuration at a constant oscillation frequency of 1 Hz. DMA test specimens
had nominal dimensions of 32 x 12 x 2 mm, and testing was conducted over a temperature
range of 25 – 250 ◦C at a heating rate of 3 ◦C/min.
3.3.6 Mechanical characterization
Three-point flexural tests were conducted at room temperature on an electromechanical load
frame (Model 45, MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) using a 1 kN or 5 kN
load cell (typical loads were 200-300 N and no systematic difference was observed between
measurements from the 1 kN and 5 kN load cells). Flexural test samples had target as-printed
dimensions of 65 x 12.7 x 3.2 mm, and were tested using a span length of 50 mm and cross-
head speed of 1.3 mm/min. Edges and surfaces of the flexural tests samples were ground or
machined smooth prior to testing, so that the final as-tested depth of the majority of samples
fell between 2.95 mm and 3.15 mm, resulting in a span-to-depth ratio of between 16.95:1
and 15.87:1, which is very close to the 16:1 span-to-depth ratio specified in ASTM D790 [7].
Nanoindentation mapping was performed on a single, cylindrical filament (or road) printed
with NC/Amicure ink to spatially map the the elastic modulus property as a function of
the radial distance. A commercial nanoindenter (Nanomechanics, iMicro Nanoindenter, Oak
Ridge, TN) was used to generate 20 x 20 (sepearted by 5 µm) and 2 x 9 indents (sepearted
by 40 µm) with maximum test loads of 10 mN and 50 mN, respectively. The printed single
roads used for nanoindentation were mounted in an epoxy resin and then polished using a
MetaServ 250 (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL). Polishing was conducted with silicon carbide (SiC)




Optical micrographs were recorded using a VHX-5000 digital microscope (Keyence Cor-
poration of America, Itasca, IL). Additionally, polarized optical microscopy (POM) was
performed on thin slices of printed specimens using transmitted light to observe birefringence
patterns associated with the printing process. Slices were cut using a low speed sectioning
saw (TechCut 4, Allied High Tech Products, Inc. Rancho Dominguez, CA). The surfaces
of the cut slices were then polished using aluminum-oxide lapping films (Allied High Tech
Products, Inc. Rancho Dominguez, CA). The cut slices had comparable thicknesses (∼ 0.5
mm thick) and were inspected with the same light intensity. POM was performed using
the same VHX-5000 digital microscope, after equipping it with two polarized filters (i.e.
polarizer and analyzer). Scanning electron mciroscopy (SEM) was performed on a Phenom
Desktop SEM (Nanoscience Instruments, Inc, Phoenix, AZ) to observe the failure initiation
points of fractured flexure specimens. Scanning micro-beam small-angle X-ray scattering
(µSAXS) data for an epoxy/NC/Amicure printed slice from [114] was used to compare with
POM observations and nanoindentation measurements. Full details of these measurements
and analysis are available in Trigg et al. [114].
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Ink rheology
Curves of the apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate are plotted in Figure 3.2a for
each ink formulation investigated. The neat epoxy resin exhibits nearly rate-independent
viscosity at ∼10 Pa.s for the range of shear rates probed. The addition of NC drastically
increases the apparent viscosity and shear thinning behavior of the epoxy resin. At low shear
rates (10−2 s−1), the apparent viscosity increases to 3000 Pa.s for 2.5 wt.% NC, and up to 4
x 105 Pa.s for 12.5 wt.% NC. At shear rates comparable to those experienced by the material
during deposition (∼50 s−1) the apparent viscosity values range from 10 - 100 Pa.s, a much
smaller range indicative of the high degree of shear thinning imparted by the NC. The shear
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Figure 3.2: Rheological behavior of all epoxy/NC formulations investigated. (a) Log-log
plots of apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate. (b) The shear thinning exponent, n,
and the consistency index, K, computed by fitting the linear portions of the viscosity curves
in (a) with the power-law fluid model described by equation (1). (c) Log-log plots of storage
and loss moduli as a function of oscillatory shear stress. (d) The plateau elastic modulus
and the shear yield stress values for each formulation, measured from (c).
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shear rate curves to a power law of the form:
η = Kγ̇n−1 (3.1)
where K is the consistency index and n is the flow index. The flow index, n, describes the
rate dependence of the fluid; for shear thinning fluids, n < 1, while for shear thickening
fluids, n > 1, and for Newtonian fluids, n = 1. On a log-log plot of apparent viscosity vs
shear rate, as in Figure 3.2a, the slope of the linear portion of the apparent viscosity curve
equal to 1-n. Numerical values for n and K were computed from the rheology curves by
linear regression over the linear portions of the curves (i.e. between 1 and 100 s−1 for the
neat resin, and between 0.01 and 1 s−1 for all other formulations). The computed n and K
values are plotted in Figure 3.2b for all formulations. It can be seen that the consistency
index correlates strongly with the amount of NC, while presence of any NC results in a flow
index much less than one, without a strong correlation between amount of NC and flow
index. All formulations containing greater than 2.5 wt.% NC exhibit flow index values less
than 0.1, indicating superior shear thinning behavior. It is worth noting that the precise
value of the flow index is very sensitive to the exact range of the apparent viscosity curves
used in the linear regression. For consistency, we have used the same range for all curves
containing NC, but small adjustments to the range change the computed values of flow index
slightly. Dedicated studies will be needed to investigate the relationships between potential
variations in the degree of exfoliation of the NC in these systems and subtle changes in the
flow and consistency indices. For the purposes of this study, all formulations containing NC
exhibit favorable shear thinning.
Plots of the storage (G′) and loss moduli (G′′) are shown on Figure 3.2c. The neat resin
displays a stress-independent loss modulus value of 100 Pa that is approximately three
orders of magnitude larger than the storage modulus, indicating that the neat resin behaves
predominantly as a viscous fluid. The addition of NC increases both the loss and storage
moduli. At higher NC content (>2.5 wt.%) the storage modulus exceeds the loss modulus,
and the inks begin to display solid-like behavior at low shear stress. In this case, the storage
modulus remains constant over a certain range. This constant value is known as the plateau
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elastic modulus, G′0, and for the formulations characterized, the values range from 1.87 x
103 Pa, for the formulation containing 3.5 wt.% NC, up to 2.7 x 105 Pa for the formulation
containing 12.5 wt.% NC. For those formulations possessing solid-like behavior, as the applied
stress increases above a certain value, the storage modulus decreases precipitously to a value
below that of the loss modulus, and more liquid-like behavior is obtained. This transition
corresponds to the shear yield stress, τy, which can be measured from the intersection point
of two tangent lines drawn from the stress-independent elastic region of the storage modulus
curve and the shear thinning portion of the storage modulus curve [25]. Shear yield stress
values increase with increasing NC content from 59 Pa for the 3.5 wt.% formulation to
1.05 x 103 Pa for the 12.5 wt.% formulation. The values of plateau elastic moduli and the
shearyield stress for each formulation are plotted in Figure 3.2d and all measured rheological
parametersare summarized in Table 3.2.
3.4.2 3D printing and sample fabrication
Through a series of printing tests, it was observed that inks containing 5 wt.% NC and less,
did not possess sufficiently solid-like behavior to print multiple layers without significant flow
and spreading of the lower layers, so flexural specimens were cast, rather than printed. The
ink formulations containing greater than 5 wt.% NC were able to be extruded through the
deposition nozzle reliably at and above 120 psi (827 kPa), and recovered sufficiently solid-
like behavior after deposition to enable flexural test specimens comprising ten layers to be
printed with minimal spreading or other geometric distortion. Because of the rheological
requirements of 3D printing, the printable formulations were not able to be cast for
comparison. Instead, the 5 wt.% NC formulation was printed into silicone molds in the
longitudinal and transverse motifs to provide a direct comparison between casting and 3D
printing using the same ink.
Optical micrographs of the ends of representative longitudinal flexure specimens are
shown in Figure 3.3 along with corresponding cross-sections of the same bars. In each
of the views, the axis of the printed filaments is normal to the plane of the image, so that
the surfaces shown in Figure 3.3a-c are where the print head makes a U-turn, as shown in
Figure 3.1d.For the ink containing 7.5 wt.% NC (Figure 3.3a), the surface of the printed –
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Table 3.2: Rheological properties of epoxy/NC formulations
NC (wt.%) G′0 (kPa) τy (Pa) K (Pa.s
n) n
0.0 – – 6.24 0.995
2.5 0.1183 24.8 58.6 0.1130
3.5 1.622 58.9 163.6 0.0885
5 18.69 122.9 369 0.00324
7.5 63.0 343 1329 0.0276
10 176.3 822 3160 0.0399
12.5 273 1050 4790 0.0479
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Figure 3.3: Optical micrographs of the as-printed ends of representative longitudinal
flexural bars along with corresponding optical micrographs of cross-sections of the same
bars. (a) and (d) contain 7.5 wt.% NC, (b) and (e) contain 10 wt.% NC, and (c) and (f)
contain 12.5 wt.% NC. These micrographs demonstrate that all formulations can form fully
dense components without any voids trapped between filaments.
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part is smooth and shiny. The locations of individual printed filaments are still visible as
smooth peaks or undulations in the surface, but most of the definition is lost because the
filaments have flowed together during deposition. As NC content and shear yield stress
increase, the individual filaments in each layer become more defined on the exterior surface
of the printed bars. On the specimen printed using the 10 wt.% NC ink (Figure 3.3b), the
printed layers have mostly coalesced, but the repeated identical print path for each layer
results in columnar features on the surface that indicate the print paths. For the sample
printed using the 12.5 wt.% NC formulation (Figure 3.3c), the surface features are sharp, and
all layers and filaments are visible. Cross-sections of printed flexural bars (Figure 3.3d-f) show
that, despite the stark difference in surface appearance (and rheological properties) between
the inks with different NC content, fully dense, pore-free components can be successfully
printed with a wide range of ink compositions, provided flow rate, layer height, and print
speed are chosen appropriately.
As an example of printing-related voids that can occur if printing parameters are
not carefully tuned, fracture surfaces of two specimens printed using the 12.5 wt.% NC
formulation are shown in Figure 3.4. The fracture surface shown in Figure 3.4a and c is
the result of carefully tuned print parameters for this ink and nozzle combination. No
voids are visible, nor is any evidence of the print path. The surface shown in Figure 3.4b
and d contains a regular array of round voids with a characteristic spacing equal to the
nozzle diameter, very similar to those observed in thermoplastic 3D printing. This sample
was printed with a flow rate that was slightly too low for the print speed. Interestingly,
some of the voids in Figure 3.4d can be seen to have been filled in with what appears to
be neat epoxy resin (indicated with black arrows). It is possible that neat resin may have
flowed from the surrounding material as a result of surface tension during the curing process.
These observations raise the possibility that thermosets may be able to be designed to be
more robust against printing-related voids than thermoplastics. However, it is impossible to
make any definitive statements based only on these preliminary observations, and further
work would be needed.
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Figure 3.4: Optical micrographs showing printing-related voids in a longitudinal flexure
specimen containing 12.5 wt.% NC. (a) Low-mag image of the fracture surface of a pore-free
sample. (b) Low-mag image of the fracture surface of a sample containing a regular array
of interfilamentary voids resulting from a lower ink flow rate during printing. (c) High-mag
micrograph of the pore-free surface shown in (a). (d) High-mag micrograph of the surface
containing voids. The approximate filament size is indicated by the white oval. Empty pores
are indicated with red arrows, while filled pores are indicated with black arrows.
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3.4.3 Mechanical behavior
The elastic modulus, strength, and strain-to-failure for all cast and printed flexural specimens
are plotted in Figure 3.5 and summarized in Table 3.3. Flexural modulus values increase
monotonically with increasing NC content from 2.9 GPa for the cast neat epoxy up to 4.2
GPa and 3.8 GPa for the longitudinal and transverse samples containing 12.5 wt.% NC,
respectively (Figure 3.5a). Flexural strength values (Figure 3.5b) for all samples tested
range from 80 MPa to 143 MPa, with a monotonic increase in strength with NC content for
the cast and printed specimens.
Among the printed specimens, longitudinal samples exhibited considerably higher
strength and stiffness, suggesting that the printing process imposes a preferred orientation
on the NC that leads to anisotropic properties in printed parts. Interestingly, the FS ink
exhibits substantially less anisotropy in both strength and stiffness than the NC-containing
formulations, although a small amount of anisotropy does remain. This suggests that a small
portion of the anisotropy observed in the mechanical tests may be attributed to the printing
process alone, while the majority appears to depend on the aspect ratio of the filler material.
The fact that the printed 5 wt.% formulation exhibited anisotropy and lower strength than
the cast 5 wt.% formulation would seem to corroborate this interpretation. Strain-to-failure
for all flexural tests ranged from 3 to 5 (Figure 3.5c). Longitudinal specimens failed at
higher strains than transverse specimens for all printed specimens, including the FS. This
may indicate that strength-limiting flaws are more likely to occur between filaments where
they would more strongly affect the strength and strain-to-failure of the transverse specimens.
The nanoindentation mapping results are shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6a shows an
optical micrograph of the end view of a printed epoxy/NC/Amicure single-road mounted in
epoxy, including the selected regions for nanoindentation testing (marked by black boxes).
Figure 3.6b displays a mapping of the elastic modulus property over an area of 100 x 100
µm2 using an array of 20 x 20 indentations separated by 5 µm. Figure 3.6c displays a
mapping of the elastic modulus property over an area of 400 x 40 µm2 using an array of 2 x
9 indentations separated by 40 µm. In both mappings, higher modulus values (4 - 6.2 GPa)










































































Figure 3.5: Bar plots of the average values of (a) flexural modulus, (b) flexural strength
and (c) strain-to-failure for all tested specimens. The room temperature storage modulus
values measured by DMA are also shown in (a) for comparison. The flexural properties of
the epoxy/FS printed specimens are also shown on the right side of the bar plots, indicated
by FS. Error bars indicate the standard deviation in measured values
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Table 3.3: Mechanical properties of cast and 3D-printed epoxy nanocomposites
Specimen NC Flexural Storage Flexural Strain Number
configuration (wt.%) modulus modulus strength -to-failure of tested
(GPa) (GPa) (MPa) (%) specimens
0 2.60 ± 0.32 2.89 ± 0.17 83.0 ± 6.51 4.17 ± 0.77 5
Cast 2.5 3.03 ± 0.28 2.91 ± 0.11 97.1 ± 5.99 4.73 ± 0.30 3
5 3.45 ± 0.03 3.24 ± 0.32 102.7 ± 1.74 3.77 ± 0.14 3
5 3.01 ± 0.17 - 92.9 ± 10.82 3.82 ± 0.73 6
7.5 3.62 ± 0.24 3.50 ± 0.41 123.3 ± 6.83 4.78 ± 0.25 9
Longitudinal 10 4.16 ± 0.30 3.90 ± 0.28 140.3 ± 5.50 4.77 ± 0.24 10
10,FSa 3.31 ± 0.21 - 100.6 ± 5.69 4.56 ± 0.43 9
12.5 4.21 ± 0.35 4.13 ± 0.32 142.7 ± 3.95 4.70 ± 0.30 8
5 2.67 ± 0.14 - 79.5 ± 8.00 3.46 ± 0.31 6
7.5 3.37 ± 0.14 3.42 ± 0.11 94.5 ± 3.97 3.38 ± 0.22 10
Transverse 10 3.42 ± 0.26 3.42 ± 0.13 95.6 ± 4.17 3.44 ± 0.30 8
10, FSa 3.06 ± 0.13 - 90.3 ± 8.56 3.67 ± 0.57 9
12.5 3.79 ± 0.13 3.81 ± 0.12 102.1 ± 2.76 3.76 ± 0.17 8
aFS
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Figure 3.6: (a) Optical image of the end view of a printed epoxy/NC/Amicure single-
road. The black boxes denote the regions of interest for nanoindentation testing. (b) Elastic
modulus values of 20 x 20 indentations separated by 5 µm. (c) Elastic modulus values of
2 x 9 indentations separated by 40 µm. The single-road was printed at a print speed of 20
mm/s using a nozzle diameter of 609 µm.
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interior of the road maintains lower modulus values (4 - 4.2 GPa). These observations
indicate that the flow profile in the deposition nozzle induces a spatial orientation on the NC
platelets with respect to the radial location, which leads to variations in the elastic modulus
property in the printed part.
Representative fracture surfaces of the flexural specimens are shown in Figure 3.7. In
all specimens, the mirror, mist, and hackle regions are apparent and indicate that failure
initiated near center of the tensile surface (the top edge in the images). The fracture surface of
the cast neat epoxy (Figure 3.7a) has a smooth glassy appearance typical of brittle unfilled
epoxies, while the presence of NC leads to rougher fracture surfaces (Figure 3.7b-i) with
a highernumber of flakes (the light tan regions in the micrographs) that indicate crack
bifurcation and higher energy consumption during fracture. The fracture surfaces for the
longitudinal and transverse printed specimens (Figure 3.7d-i) can be compared in the center
and right columns, respectively. There is no evidence of the original print path, pores between
printed filaments, or any delamination between layers, suggesting strong bonding between
printed filaments and thorough crosslinking between layers.
Representative high magnification scanning electron micrographs of the failure initiation
points are shown in Figure 3.8 for the 10 wt.% NC specimens, as well as the FS specimens.
The point of failure initiation is visible in each micrograph as a light gray or white particle.
These features do not appear to be pores, but may be dust or agglomerates of NC or FS.
Interestingly, the features in the transverse specimens (Figure 3.8b and d) are considerable
larger than those in the longitudinal specimens (Figure 3.8a and c). This may be a
contributing factor to the decreased strength associated with the transverse specimens.
3.4.4 Thermal behavior
Thermograms and primary derivative plots are shown in Figure 3.9 for all formulations
investigated, and data points for the initial degradation temperature (defined as the
temperature at 5% mass loss, following Gu et al. [50]), the temperature at maximum
degradation rate, and the char yield at 800 ◦C are summarized in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5
for air and nitrogen atmospheres, respectively. The presence of NC mildly accelerates the
onset of thermal degradation and slightly reduces the temperature at which the maximum
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Figure 3.7: Optical micrographs of representative fracture surfaces of cast and printed
flexure specimens containing (a) 0 wt.%, (b) 2.5 wt.%, (c) 5 wt.%, (d) and (g) 7.5wt.%, (e)
and (h) 10 wt.%, and (f) and (i) 12.5 wt.% NC. No inter-filamentary voids are observed,
indicating complete coalescence of printed filaments.
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Figure 3.8: Scanning electron micrographs showing features of the point of failure initiation
on the fracture surfaces of (a) a longitudinal specimen containing 10 wt.% NC, (b) a
transverse specimen containing 10 wt.% NC, (c) a longitudinal specimen containing 10 wt.%




























































































































































Figure 3.9: Thermograms and primary derivative plots for the epoxy/NC formulations in
(a) and (b) air, and (c) and (d) nitrogen atmospheres.
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Table 3.4: Thermogravimetric data for epoxy/NC composites in air atmospheres
NC (wt.%) 5 % mass loss (◦C) Peak loss rate (◦C) Char yield @ 800 ◦C (%)
Peak 1 Peak 2
0 365.1 426.2 528.7 0.074
2.5 362.8 419.1 534.6 1.90
5 368.1 415.8 547.9 3.76
7.5 354.8 416.6 539.3 5.55
10 358.8 417.8 569.6 7.33
12.5 357.5 417.9 568.8 9.11
Table 3.5: Thermogravimetric data for epoxy/NC composites in nitrogen atmospheres
NC (wt.%) 5 % mass loss (◦C) Peak loss rate (◦C) Char yield @ 800 ◦C (%)
0 374.2 416.0 13.2
2.5 351.1 412.9 13.2
5 360.1 408.8 15.5
7.5 362.0 415.8 17.5
10 359.9 413.1 17.8
12.5 359.4 406.8 20.5
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degradation rate is reached in both nitrogen and air atmospheres. However, beyond
the presence or absence of NC, the NC content does not strongly correlate with either
measurement. The initial degradation temperature and the temperature at maximum
degradation rate are not substantially different in nitrogen or air atmospheres, although the
progression of thermal degradation clearly is. In air, mass loss slows substantially between
450 ◦C and 500 ◦C and accelerates again between 500 ◦C and 600 ◦C (Figure 3.9a and b),
while in nitrogen, degradation occurs in one step with a significantly higher char yield at
800 ◦C for all formulations (Figure 3.9c and d).
The two-step degradation process in air is attributed to the competing formation and
oxidation of intermediate carbonaceous products [134, 50, 99, 15], although Gu et al. point
out that the exact mechanisms of this process are not fully understood [50]. The temperature
at which the second peak mass loss rate occurs in air (Figure 3.9a) increases with NC content,
from 529 ◦C for neat epoxy, up to 569 ◦C for the formulation containing 12.5 wt.% NC. These
results are in good agreement with those reported by Camino et al. for similar epoxy/NC
systems using an anhydride curing agent [15]. This shift in the second peak mass loss
temperature with NC content is attributed to the excellent oxygen barrier properties of
NCs, which slows the rate of oxidation of the char material [50, 15].
Storage modulus and loss tangent curves measured by DMA in 3-pt flexure for each of the
formulations investigated are plotted in Figure 3.10, and the glass transition temperatures,
Tg, measured using the peak of the loss tangent curve, are plotted in Figure 3.11. Storage
modulus values at room temperature for each formulation are also plotted in Figure 3.5a
with the modulus values measured during the quasistatic flexure testing. Elastic modulus
measurements are broadly consistent between the two test methods. Peak loss tangent values
range from 0.25 to 0.35 and Tg values range from 149
◦C for the neat epoxy to 161 ◦C for
the 7.5 wt.% NC formulation. For printed samples, the Tg measured for transverse samples
is 2-5 ◦C lower than that for the longitudinal samples, indicating a potential effect of the





















































Figure 3.10: 3-pt. flexure DMA measurements. (a) Representative storage moduli as a





















Figure 3.11: Glass transition temperatures, Tg, measured from the peak of the loss tangent
curves.
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3.4.5 Anisotropy due to printing
Although the NC particles that are employed here to impart both desirable rheological
properties for printing and mechanical reinforcement after curing are significantly smaller
than the deposition nozzle, much greater anisotropy in stiffness and strength in printed
composites was observed when utilizing these high-aspect-ratio filler materials compared to
FS, which has a more isotropic morphology. These observations indicate that the shear
flow within the deposition nozzle may impose orientation on the NC platelets that leads
to mechanical properties that differ parallel to the printed filament axis and transverse to
it. Indeed, anisotropic mechanical properties associated with orientation of NC platelets
resulting from shear flow has been observed in previous studies [42]. However, the fracture
surfaces of printed longitudinal and transverse flexural specimens are not significantly
different from those of the cast specimens, and no evidence of the original print path can be
seen on the fracture surfaces or inferred from the mode of fracture.
In order to investigate the possible architecture imposed on the NC platelets by the
printing process, thin slices of material were cut from all cast and all longitudinal printed
flexure specimens, including the control samples utilizing FS. These slices were observed
using transmitted light microscopy, with and without crossed polarizers. Micrographs of the
thin sections are shown in Figure 3.12. In simple transmitted light mode (left-hand column),
the interior of all samples appear nearly uniform with a darker perimeter that may be due to
oxidation during curing, and a darker central region that may be due to elevated temperature
resulting from the exothermic crosslinking reaction. The printed samples (Figure 3.12d-h)
have characteristic surface pattern from the printing process, but otherwise there are few
features to distinguish printed from cast samples. In cross-polarized light mode (right-
hand column), however, the effects of NC and the printing process are stark. The crossed
polarizers completely extinguish all light passing through the neat cast sample (Figure 3.12a),
except for small regions at the corners of the sample where some residual stresses may be
present, indicating an absence of birefringence throughout the bulk of the sample. The cast
samples containing 2.5 wt.% and 5 wt.% NC (Figure 3.12b and c) exhibit a small amount of
birefringence in a nebulous pattern throughout the cross-section, and the amount of birefrin-
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Figure 3.12: Optical transmitted light micrographs for polished thin slices (< 1 mm thick)
cut from cast and printed specimens. (a) 0 wt.% cast, (b) 2.5 wt.% cast, (c) 5 wt.% cast, (d)
5 wt.% printed, (e) 7.5 wt.% printed, (f) 10 wt.% printed, (g) 12.5 wt.% printed epoxy/NC,
and (h) 10 wt.% FS, printed. The left-hand column shows normal transmitted light, while the
right-hand column shows the same samples observed using crossed polarizers. The patterned
birefringence observed in (d)-(g) is indicative of preferred orientation in the NC as a result
of the printing process.
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-gence increases with NC content, suggesting that it is the presence of the NC that is
causing birefringence. In contrast to the cast samples, the entire cross-sections of the
printed NC samples (Figure 3.12d-g) are visible in cross-polarized light, indicating strong
birefringence and orientation of the NC. In fact, a periodic array of higher and lower
transmittance is apparent over the entire cross-section, and the size of the repeat units
corresponds closely to the size of the nozzle used to print the sample. Images of the cast
and printed 5 wt.% NC formulation (Figure 3.12c and d) allow direct comparison between
the casting and printing process and highlight the effects of the high shear flow and discrete
deposition process associated with DIW 3D printing. Interestingly, the printed FS sample
exhibits minimal birefringence (Figure 3.12h), comparable to the unfilled cast epoxy. These
observations provide clear evidence that the printing process imposes order on the NC in the
nanocomposite feedstock, rather than the resin itself.
To further investigate the resulting birefringence patterns in the NC printed system,
POM micrographs for composites printed with NC/Amicure are presented in Figure 3.13. It
can be observed that the powdered Amicure curing agent imparts a brighter characteristic
color to the printed, cured NC composites compared to the reddish-brown color imparted by
the VS 03 curing agent shown in Figure 3.12, making it easier to observe spatial variations
in the resulting birefringence patterns. In Figure 3.13a, a POM micrograph of a single-road
printed with a tapered nozzle diameter of 609 µm is shown. It is observed that the single-road
exhibits spatial variations in birefringence patterned in a core-shell color scheme. The shell
region is shown to exhibit a uniform, bright color, while the core region exhibits a darker
color. The color variations – due to variations in light scattering by the NC platelets in the
slice – suggest that the NC platelets have adopted preferred orientation with respect to the
radial location within the deposition nozzle.
Figure 3.13b presents POM micrograpes of a thin slice containing NC/Amicure cut form
a longitudinal printed rectangular specimen. Similar to the slices in Figure 3.12, this slice
present adjacent roads (or filaments) overlapped by a certain percentage to form a monolithic
sample. Because of road overlapping, an interfacial boundary and deformed region between
the roads exist. Therefore, printed roads will no longer maintain their cylindrical shape
(Figure 3.13a) within the printed composite. When the slice is aligned parallel to the —
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Figure 3.13: Optical microscopy images in cross-polarized light mode (transmission) of
thin slices printed with NC/Amicure: (a) a slice of a single-road cut from a printed log-pile
structure encased in an epoxy resin, and (b) a slice of multiple overlapped roads cut from a
printed flexural bar as in Figure 4.6. The optical micrographs in (b) are taken at 0◦, 20◦, 30◦,
45◦ orientation angles relative to the orientation direction of the polarizer. All specimens
were printed with a nozzle diameter of 609 µm at a print speed of 20 mm/s
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polarized filter (0◦), visible diagonal features can be observed and they are expected to
be both the left and right boundaries of each individual deformed road within the printed
sample. It can also be seen that the tilt direction of the diagonal features alternate from
one layer to another in a zigzagging pattern. This can be mainly attributed to the print
sequence, as well as to the location of the deformed region between the overlapped roads.
In this sample, roads were printed sequentially from left to right in the bottom layer, and
from right to left in the second layer, and so on. By tilting the sample in cross-polarized
light mode, we allow particular structural directions within the composite to be parallel to
the orientation direction of the polarizer. Thus, as the printed slice is tilted from 0◦ to
45◦ (Figure 3.13b), horizontal features within the slice become brighter and visible. These
features seem to indicate the top and bottom boundaries of the individual deformed roads
in the sample.
Considering the lateral overlapping distance between roads (15% x D), as well as layer
height (40% x D), each deformed road is expected to have a surface area smaller than π
x D, where D is the nozzle diameter used for printing (609 µm). Assuming a rectangular
surface area after road overlapping, each road will roughly have an area of ∼ 0.2 mm2 (0.85
x 0.609 x 0.6 x 0.609). In Figure 3.13b, the diagonal and horizontal visible features have
approximate characteristic dimensions of ∼ 410 µm and ∼ 475 µm, respectively. This gives
an average area of 0.195 mm2, which corresponds very closely to the measured road area
programmed into the g-code used for printing the specimen.
3.4.6 NC arrangements
The nanoindentation maps in Figure 3.6 and the core-shell birefringence pattern observed
in Figure 3.13a appear to be in good agreement. The resulting behavior in these maps
suggest that the NC arrangements are highly influenced by the local shear stresses in the
deposition nozzle. The shear rates developed during extrusion are highly non-uniform and
vary significantly as a function of the radial distance within the deposition nozzle. To help
understand the resulting behaviour, COMSOL analysis was carried out to simulate the flow
profiles in a tapered deposition nozzle (see Figures A.3 and A.4). Distributions of the velocity
magnitude and shear rates at the outlet of the deposition nozzle are shown in Figure A.4,
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along with corresponding 2D plots of the velocity and shear rate as a function of the radial
distance in the deposition nozzle. The velocity profile shows a flatted velocity distribution
(i.e. plug-like) in the middle and a small plateau region (i.e. shear-thinning zone) near the
walls of the deposition nozzle. The corresponding shear rate profile shows a maximum shear
rate near the walls and zero shear rate at the center of the nozzle where the plug flow area
exists. In the small shearing zone, high-aspect-ratio filler materials are expected to be highly
aligned along the flow direction, while the alignment in the plug region would be more or
less statistical (i.e. more random orientation).
Based on these analysis, spatial variation of NC orientation is expected across the
diameter of the printed road. Therefore, the visible bright shell area of the core-shell
birefringence pattern (Figure 3.13a) suggests highly ordered NC platelets near the outer
boundary of the road where shear rates experienced by the flowing ink are the highest. By
contrast, the darker core region indicates a more random NC orientation within the interior
region of the road where the plug-flow region exists. Furthermore, this local variation in NC
orientation appears to have a remarkable effect on the local mechanical properties within
the printed road as quantified by the nanoindentation measurements (Figure 3.6).
To provide additional insight into the birefringence patterns associated with the printing
process, in a recent study [114], we performed high-energy scanning microbeam small-angle
X-ray scattering (µSAXS) with a 5 µm spatial resolution on the same NC/Amicure printed
slice shown in Figure 3.13b. µSAXS was proven powerful in spatially mapping the extent of
NC orientation within printed composites [114]. Figure 3.14a shows a 2D µSAXS mapping of
a rectangular scanned area, showing the extent of NC orientation (i.e. Herman’s orientation
factor, f) in the printed slice. It is clearly shown that the µSAXS mapping allows direct
visualization of the boundaries, as well as the resulting architecture of the alternating
deformed roads within the printed slice (Figure 3.14a). The extent of NC orientation is shown
to be higher at the road boundaries and near zero towards the middles of the road. This
shows a satisfactory agreement with the COMSOL analysis (Figure A.4), nanoindentation
maps (Figure 3.6), and POM observations (Figure 3.13). However, there are two important
factors for the resulting orientation at the road boundaries: (1) the highest shear rates near
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Figure 3.14: Side-by-side comparison between (a) µSAXS mapping and (b - c) POM
micrographs of a 3D printed NC/Amicure slice. The µSAXS image shows the extent of
orientation imposed on the NC platelets by the printing process. The µSAXS data is
reproduced from [114]. The arrows in (c) indicate the print sequence and the deformed
region of printed roads. Samples were printed at 20 mm/s with a nozzle diameter of 609 µm.
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the walls of the nozzle during extrusion and (2) the road-to-road shearing upon deposition
onto the substrate.
Figure 3.14b shows a corresponding POM micrograph of the same slice used for µSAXS
mapping. It can be observed that the diagonal features in POM directly correspond to the
boundaries of the roads in the µSAXS map where NC orientation is the highest. This side-
by-side comparison also confirms that the horizontal features observed in POM upon rotation
of the sample in the microscope (Figure 3.14c) directly correspond to the top and bottom
boundaries of the deformed roads upon deposition. Additionally, from the µSAXS map
(Figure 3.14a), it can be seen that the print direction (or print sequence) has a quantifiable
effect on the extent of NC orientation. For instance, the road boundaries in the bottom layer
in Figure 3.14a are observed to exhibit a higher degree of orientation value (up to f = 0.35,
yellow scale), whereas the road boundaries in the subsequent layer (i.e. the second layer
from the bottom) exhibit a lower degree of orientation of f = ∼ 0.2 (greenish scale). This
difference in orientation can be qualitatively observed in the POM micrograph in Figure
3.14c. At 20◦ of rotation, the POM micrograph displays variations in light transmittance
between the alternating layers (Figure 3.14c). The layers with lower transmittance (i.e. dark
color) can be seen to correspond to the roads with higher extent of orientation, while the
layers with higher transmittance (i.e. bright color) correspond to the roads with lower extent
of orientation (Figure 3.14c). These findings prove that POM technique, which is widely
accessible, is vital to mapping the road boundaries in 3D printed birefringent specimens and
providing qualitative information about the spatial variation of microstructure in 3D printed
composites.
3.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this work, we have investigated the effects of a NC blend on the rheology of an epoxy
resin as it pertains to formulating printable nanocomposite feedstocks for DIW 3D printing.
We have also characterized relationships between NC content and the printing behavior,
and between NC content and the thermo-mechanical properties of printed nanocomposites
using 3-pt flexural testing, DMA, TGA, and POM. Furthermore, we have probed the local
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elastic modulus property within a printed single-road via nanoindentation mapping. We have
also established relationships between optical birefringence patterns, local/bulk mechanical
properties, and filler arrangements within a printed component.
The strength of these 3D-printed epoxy nanocomposites ranged from 80 to 143 MPa,
substantially higher than that of any previously reported values for 3D-printed thermoset
nanocomposites. We anticipate higher strength values when fibers are incorporated into
the matrix formulations presented here. Although anisotropy in strength and stiffness was
observed in the printed nanocomposites, the layer-to-layer bonding in these materials is
excellent due to the cross-linking process that occurs after the component has been printed.
The thermal properties in these materials appear to be unaffected by the printing process,
so that a wide range of thermal properties should be achievable by utilizing other curing
agents that impart different thermal properties.
POM has proven invaluable in providing straightforward visual characterization of the
structure that the printing process imposes on nanocomposite feedstock materials containing
high-aspect ratio particles (e.g. NC platelets). Furthermore, this work has shown that POM
is useful in providing information about road structure, mapping the road boundaries, as
well as providing qualitative information about the spatial microstructural heterogeneity
in 3D printed, birefringent polymer composites. As confirmed by µSAXS mapping, the
POM birefringence patterns associated with the printing process strongly correlate with
the spatial variation in NC arrangements within a printed component. The overall NC
arrangements in printed composites are influenced by the shear alignment within the nozzle
during extrusion, and road-to-road shear upon deposition onto the substrate. Furthermore,
the nanoindentation results appear to provide strong correlation between the visible POM
birefringence patterns and local mechanical properties.
In summary, this work has shown that epoxy nanocomposites are promising feedstock
materials for direct ink writing AM, and has highlighted the need for future studies
investigating the effects of fiber reinforcement in new high-strength matrices, the possibility
of novel nozzle designs to influence and control material directionality, and the effects of
carbon-based fillers on the structural and functional properties of printed composites. This
work has also highlighted the potential use of POM in future studies investigating the effects
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of the degree of road overlapping and nozzle geometry on visible birefringence patterns and
filler arrangements in 3D printed composites.
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Chapter 4
Effects of filler morphology, nozzle
size and print speed on mechanical
anisotropy in 3D-printed epoxy
composites
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A version of this chapter was originally published by Hmeidat et al.: Hmeidat, N. S.,
Pack, R. C., Talley, S. J., Moore, R. B., and Compton, B. G. (2020). Mechanical anisotropy
in polymer composites produced by material extrusion additive manufacturing. Additive
Manufacturing, 34:101385. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.addma.2020.101385 [60].
4.1 Abstract
Extrusion-based additive manufacturing technologies, such as direct ink writing of filled
polymer resins, have shown a great potential for the development of printed components
with superior structural and functional properties. However, the associated extrusion process
induces preferred orientation on high-aspect-ratio filler materials as they extrude through the
deposition nozzle, causing strong mechanical anisotropy in printed components. Printing-
induced anisotropy is a critical issue that complicates the straightforward design of additively
manufactured components. The goal of this work is to gain a better understanding of the
anisotropy in printed polymer composites by investigating the effects of filler morphology and
print parameters on the mechanical properties of printed composites. Inks are formulated
using fumed silica particles or nanoclay platelets as the primary viscosifying agent, and silicon
carbide (SiC) whiskers as the primary mechanical reinforcement. Mechanical anisotropy
is characterized via 3pt-flexural tests for epoxy ink formulations utilizing fumed silica or
nanoclay, with or without SiC whiskers, and printed at three different print speeds, using
three different nozzle sizes. Print patterns, microstructure, and filler alignment are studied
using polarized optical microscopy (POM), small- and wide-angle x-ray scattering, and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Results show that smaller nozzle diameters and higher
deposition rates lead to greater anisotropy when nanoclay or SiC fillers are utilized, while
the use of fumed silica alone results in mechanical behavior that is independent of print
parameters and print path. Superior flexure strength values up to 215 MPa are obtained
with SiC whisker-reinforced composites when tested parallel to the print direction.
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4.2 Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) of polymer composites is a rapidly growing area, as researchers
seek to improve strength, stiffness, and functionality of printed components over existing
AM technologies that predominantly utilize unfilled polymers. Material extrusion AM,
in particular, has been a major focus in AM of polymer composites, in part because
the extrusion process is amenable to deposition of highly filled, high viscosity resins
[108, 118, 102, 22, 59, 95]. In addition, extrusion processes are effective at aligning
and orienting high-aspect-ratio filler materials in the direction of extrusion [10, 34, 8, 48,
82, 93, 124]. This feature enables more effective reinforcement from the filler materials
[22, 31, 110, 92, 72, 14, 91, 64], and, coupled with the ability to select different print paths
for each layer in a component, provides unique opportunities to design composite layups into
the printed part [2]. In general, this deposition-related alignment of filler materials manifests
as anisotropy in strength and stiffness relative to the print direction [22, 59, 83]. However,
anisotropy in transport [72, 20, 80] and thermal [106] properties have also been reported.
To manipulate filler orientation and enable greater control over anisotropy in printed
materials, new deposition techniques have been developed. For example, Raney and
Compton, et al. demonstrated a rotating print head that imparts a helical fiber arrangement
with spatial control over the helical angle through modulation of rotation rate [94]. Kokkinis
et al. demonstrated spatial control over filler orientation in printed composites by utilizing
an external magnetic field and magnetized platelet fillers [69]. Collino et al. utilized
acoustic focusing within a deposition channel to concentrate, align, and arrange a wide
range of fillers within printed filaments [19, 18]. Gladman et al. utilized carefully
designed print paths in conjunction with a material that undergoes anisotropic swelling
(as a result of filler alignment) to print actuating structures with elegantly programmed
deformation modes [46]. Despite these exciting demonstrations of controlling filler orientation
to achieve prescribed mechanical or functional anisotropy, there have been few basic
experimental studies investigating the fundamental relationships between print parameters,
filler morphology, and anisotropy in 3D-printed composite materials.
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Orientation of non-spherical particles in a flowing fluid has been studied for nearly a
century. For example, in Jeffrey’s analysis of dilute ellipsoidal particles immersed in a viscous
fluid [62], he calculated how oblate (plate-like) and prolate (rod-like) spheroids will reorient in
both simple shear and extensional flows. In the limit of an infinitely thin disc or an infinitely
slender rod, particles are predicted to adopt a stable orientation with their long dimension
aligned in the direction of flow for either type of flow. However, particles with finite thickness
are predicted to continue to rotate in simple shear flows, in what are now called Jeffrey
orbitals. Conversely, for purely extensional flows even finite-sized particles are predicted to
adopt stable orientation along the direction of extension [36]. The periodic motion of particles
in flowing fluid has been observed experimentally in dilute and concentrated suspensions
[36, 113], and very recently in numerical simulations of highly confined flows of concentrated
fibers in non-Newtonian fluids wherein each particle is explicitly resolved [64]. Many authors
have extended Jeffrey’s analysis and applied it to the rheology of short fiber suspensions and
to predict the fiber orientation in short fiber composites made via extrusion and injection
molding, among others. Notably, Folgar and Tucker developed a modified model that
included a fiber-fiber interaction term to enable prediction of the orientation distribution
function for short fibers in concentrated suspensions [36], and Advani and Tucker introduced
the use of orientation tensors to approximate the fiber orientation distribution function and
enable efficient numerical calculation of the evolution of fiber orientation through various
flow scenarios [1].
A significant result of these types of analyses is that fiber orientation for extrusion
processes is expected to be predominantly dictated by the total amount of extensional strain
that is applied to the extrudate, which is set by the draw ratio or area reduction ratio [48],
the ratio of the diameter of the fluid reservoir to that of the extrusion die. Experimental
studies, however, are somewhat less conclusive. For example, while Goettler identified a
strong correlation between measured fiber orientation and the area reduction ratio in glass
fiber-reinforced epoxy resins, he also noted a slight dependence on rate of elongational
strain, which he attributed to porosity in the mixture [48, 47]. Farkash and Brandon [8]
studied orientation of SiC whiskers in a ceramic slurry subject to extrusion and identified
a strong correlation between fiber orientation and the length of the extrusion die (with
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the diameter held constant), and they too noted a mild dependence of fiber orientation on
extrusion rate [34]. Peng et al., in one of the first demonstrations of material extrusion AM
of epoxy composites, observed a significant increase in the alignment of glass fibers along
the print direction with an increase in draw ratio [91], which they achieved by increasing
the translation speed of the print head while keeping the flow rate of the material constant.
Interestingly, they did not note any difference in fiber orientation between a 1.6-mm-diameter
deposition nozzle and a 0.6-mm-diameter nozzle, when flow rate and translation speed were
held constant, but they did note an increase in orientation with increase in flow rate while
keeping constant the translate speed of the print head. They attributed this observation to
“plowing of the material surface” by the nozzle [91], reminiscent of using a doctor blade to
cast a tape of material.
Observations of particle orientation as a result of tape casting processes have also led
to mixed conclusions. For example, Watanabe et al. [120] studied tape casting of bismuth
titanate platelets and found no correlation between platelet orientation and shear rate, but
did observe an increase in platelet orientation with platelet concentration in the suspension
[120]. On the other hand, Wu and Messing [125] observed strong correlation between shear
rate in a tape casting process and the orientation of SiC whiskers in an acrylate-based
suspension of mullite particles and SiC whiskers. Finally, Galgali et al. [42] investigated the
effect of shear rate on orientation of nanoclay particles in polypropylene subject to a tape
casting process and found no correlation between shear rate and particle orientation when
the nanoclay had not been compatibilized with the polypropylene, but they observed greater
orientation of particles with increasing shear rate for clay that had been compatibilized to
the polymer matrix. Because the material extrusion AM process utilizes highly concentrated
suspensions with particles that may or may not be functionalized to interact with the carrier
fluid, and because the printing process includes aspects of both traditional extrusion and
tape casting (Figure 4.1b), it would appear worthwhile to study particle orientation effects
in AM processes in greater depth.
To that end, the overarching goal of the present work is to a gain a deeper understanding
of the phenomena that govern anisotropy in polymer composites printed via material
extrusion AM. To do so, we utilize filler materials with different morphologies to develop –
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Figure 4.1: (a) Direct ink writing (DIW) process using a 410-µm-diameter nozzle
(b) Cartoon depicting the approximate velocity profiles that result from extrusion and
translation during printing. (c – e) Photographs of triangular honeycombs printed with
nozzle sizes of (c) 233 µm, (d) 609 µm and (e) 1041 µm. (f – h) Optical micrographs
showing print features as a function of nozzle diameter. (i) Rectangular mechanical test
specimens composed of fumed silica (FS), nanoclay (NC), SiC/FS and SiC/NC, printed
with a 609-µm-diameter nozzle. Only longitudinal specimens are shown.
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viscoelastic epoxy-based inks for direct ink writing (DIW) (Figure 4.1a). Filler materials
include fumed silica (FS) particles, nanoclay (NC) platelets, and silicon carbide (SiC)
whiskers, and were chosen because they are frequently used to reinforce polymer resins,
impart favorable printing behavior to epoxy resins, and because they span the range of
morphology from oblate (NC) to spherical (FS) to prolate (SiC) (Figure 4.2). Furthermore,
because mechanical anisotropy is frequently observed in material extrusion AM of unfilled
polymers [3, 11], use of the FS is expected to provide a baseline measure of anisotropy that
is not expected to be related to particle orientation. Using inks containing these fillers,
rectangular mechanical test specimens are printed using different nozzle sizes and print
speeds, and mechanical properties are measured in 3pt-flexural tests, with test specimens
printed using print paths oriented along the length of the beam (longitudinal specimens) and
transverse to the length of the beam (transverse specimens) (Figure A.5). Print patterns,
microstructure, and filler alignment are studied using cross polarized light microscopy, small-
and wide-angle x-ray scattering, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Through this
work, we aim to elucidate the effects that nozzle size and print speed have on the strength
and stiffness of printed polymer composites comprised of isotropic and anisotropic filler




Epon 826 epoxy resin (Momentive Specialty Chemicals, Inc., Columbus, OH) was utilized
as the DIW ink base. Basionics VS 03, 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide (EMIM
DCA) ionic liquid (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., St. Louis, MO) was employed as a latent curing
agent for the epoxy resin. Three different filler materials were utilized to impart mechanical
reinforcement and favorable rheology for 3D printing: (i) Cab-o-sil TS-720 fumed-silica (FS)
(Cabot Corporation, Alpharetta, GA), (ii) Garamite 7305 nanoclay (NC) platelets (BYK-
Chemie GmbH, Wesel, Germany), and (iii) SF-1E epoxy-functionalized silicon carbide (SiC)
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Figure 4.2: Scanning electron micrographs showing different morphologies of the as-
received filler materials incorporated in this work. (a) fumed silica (FS) particles, (b)
nanoclay (NC) platelets and (c) rod-like SiC-whiskers.
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whiskers (Haydale Technologies Inc, Greer, SC) (Figure 4.2). The properties of ink
constituents are listed in Table 4.1.
4.3.2 Formulation
All inks were mixed using a centrifugal planetary mixer (FlackTek, Inc., Landrum, SC). Ink
batches were prepared using 20 g of epoxy resin and 1 g of the VS03 curing agent, mixed
together at 1700 rpm for 60 seconds. Filler materials were then added in specific increments
and mixed under vacuum at 0.1 atm. All ink compositions are summarized in Table 4.2.
For the FS ink, the total amount of FS was added in two increments, each followed by
mixing for 60 s at 1700 rpm. Finally, the sides of the mixing container were scraped using
a spatula and the final mixture was mixed for another 60 s at 1800 rpm. The NC ink was
prepared following the same steps as in [59]. The SiC-based inks were prepared as follows:
SiC-whiskers were added and mixed at 1800 rpm for 180 s, then 1.7 g (5.07 wt.%) of NC (or
FS) was added to serve as a rheology modifier, followed by mixing for 120 s at 2000 rpm.
Finally, the sides of the container were scraped, and the mixture was mixed for an additional
120 s at 2000 rpm. All mixing steps were carried out under vacuum at 0.1 atm. Mixtures
with single-filler material were also formulated to investigate the effects of individual filler
morphology on the rheological properties of an epoxy resin (Figure A.6). It was not possible
to formulate a printable ink using SiC whiskers alone.
4.3.3 Ink rheology
Rheological properties of the ink were measured using a Discovery HR-2 Rheometer (TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE) with 25 mm parallel platens for all ink formulations and 40
mm parallel platens for the unfilled epoxy resin. The apparent viscosity was measured using
continuous flow sweeps at controlled shear rates from 0.01 to 30 s−1. The storage (G′) and
loss (G′′) moduli were measured using an oscillatory stress sweep in stress control mode at
a frequency of 1 Hz. All measurements were preceded by a conditioning step comprised
of continuous shear at 0.01 s−1 applied for 120 seconds, followed by a rest period for 120
seconds. Measurements were conducted at ambient temperature (∼21 ◦C). A gap of 500 µm
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Table 4.1: Properties and morphology of individual ink constituents
Material Density Approximate dimensions, Aspect Morphology
(g/cc thickness x length (µm) ratio
Epoxy resin 1.16 - - liquid
Fumed silica 2.2 0.014 x 0.014 ∼1 Agglomerates of
(FS) spheroidal nanoparticles
Nanoclay (NC) 1.6 0.001 x 0.1 100 platelets
SiC whiskers 3.21 0.65 x 11 17 rods
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Table 4.2: Composition of inks formulated for direct ink writing
Filler Resin VS 03 Filler Filler Filler Density
(g) (g) (wt.%) (g) (vol.%) (g/cc)
FS 20 1 10 2.33 5.54 1.232
NC 20 1 10 2.33 7.46 1.237
SiC/FS 20 1 SiC (32.4), SiC (10.8), SiC (15), 1.512
FS (5.07) FS (1.7) FS (3.48)
SiC/NC 20 1 SiC (32.4), SiC (10.8), SiC (15), 1.521
NC (5.07) NC (1.7) NC (4.72)
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was used for all formulations except SiC/NC, which used a gap of 1000 µm.
4.3.4 3D-printing and curing schedule
Test samples were printed using a 3-axis gantry (Shopbot Tools, Inc. Durham, NC) equipped
with solenoid valves and air pressure regulator for extrusion. Ink formulations were loaded
into 30 cc or 10 cc syringe barrels (Nordson EFD, Westlake, OH) and centrifuged at 3900
rpm for 8 minutes using a SorvallTM ST-8 Centrifuge (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA) to get rid of any bubbles that may have been introduced during loading, following
[22, 59]. Tapered metal syringe tips (S-type, GPD, Grand Junction, CO) with different inner
diameters (233, 609, 864 and 1041 µm), and with the same length were used throughout the
study. Tapered nozzles were used because they result in significantly higher flow-rate for a
given applied pressure, compared to straight, cylindrical nozzle tips. The layer height and
spacing between filaments were specified as 0.6 and 0.85 times the inner diameter of the
nozzle, respectively. Rectangular specimens were printed using two different print paths: (1)
the longitudinal print path, in which the printed filaments (or roads) were oriented parallel to
the length of the specimen (Figure 4.1i), and (2) the transverse print path, in which printed
filaments were oriented orthogonal to the length of the specimen. Schematic illustrations of
the employed print paths are shown in Figure A.5. The desired print paths were defined
in G-code using scripts written with Scilab software (Scilab Enterprises, Institut National
de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, France). All specimens were printed on
glass substrates covered with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) coated aluminum foil (Bytac,
Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics, Worcester, MA) to avoid permanent adhesion. Samples
were printed at print speeds of 10, 20 and 40 mm/s and the extrusion pressure was adjusted
to provide a flow-rate to match the print speed in a one to one manner. The extrusion
pressure values used for each material system with different nozzle sizes and print speeds
are summarized in Table A.2. Following printing, samples were pre-cured at 100 ◦C for 24
hours, removed from the substrate, and cured at 220 ◦C for 2 hours on an uncoated glass
substrate. Density of printed, cured materials were measured using the Archimedes method.
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4.3.5 Mechanical testing
Printed specimens with nominal dimensions of 40 x 8 x 2 mm were tested in three-point
flexure configuration. Top and side surfaces of the transverse specimens were ground flat prior
to testing. Tests were carried out at ambient temperature (∼21 ◦C) on an electromechanical
load frame (Model 45, MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) using a 10
kN load cell with a cross-head speed of 0.8 mm/min. All printed specimens were mounted
identically in the 3pt-flexural configuration, so that the principle stress direction was parallel
to the print direction for the longitudinal specimens, and transverse to the print direction for
the transverse specimens. A span length of 32 mm was used for all specimens. For specimens
with strain-to-failure values of ≤ 5%, the flexural strength was calculated according to ASTM
D790 [6]. For specimens with strain-to-failure values greater than 5%, the modified stress
equation suggested in [44, 87] was used to calculate the flexural strength.
4.3.6 Microscopy
SEM was used to observe select fracture surfaces of tested flexure specimens and to observe
the morphology of the individual filler materials prior to ink formulation. Additionally,
cross-polarized light microscopy was performed on thin slices of printed specimens using
transmitted light to observe birefringence patterns associated with discrete print paths,
following [59]. Slices were cut using a low speed sectioning saw (TechCut 4, Allied High Tech
Products, Inc. Rancho Dominguez, CA). The surfaces of the cut slices were then polished
using aluminum-oxide lapping films (Allied High Tech Products, Inc. Rancho Dominguez,
CA). The cut slices had comparable thicknesses (∼ 0.5 mm thick) and were inspected with
the same light intensity. SEM was performed on a Phenom Desktop SEM (Nanoscience
Instruments, Inc, Phoenix, AZ), and cross-polarized light microscopy was performed on a
VHX-5000 digital microscope (Keyence Corporation of America, Itasca, IL), equipped with
two polarized filters (i.e. polarizer and analyzer). Image analysis was performed using the
open source software ImageJ, version 1.52a (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij).
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4.3.7 X-ray scattering
Thin printed samples were characterized using 2D small-angle x-ray scattering (2D-SAXS)
and 2D wide-angle X-ray scattering (2D-WAXS) to quantify microstructural ordering of the
filler materials as a result of the printing process. SAXS was performed using a Rigaku S-
Max 3000 three-pinhole SAXS system, equipped with a rotating anode emitting X-rays with
a wavelength of 0.154 nm (Cu Kα). Scattering from a silver behenate standard was used to
calibrate a sample-to-detector distance of 1.5 m. Two-dimensional data were collected using
a fully integrated 2D multiwire area detector with 2 h exposure time. WAXS was performed
using the same equipment with a sample-to-detector distance of 110.0 mm. WAXS two-
dimensional diffraction patterns were obtained using an image plate, with an exposure time
of 1 h. WAXS data were collected at three different locations on each specimen to obtain an
average value of Herman’s orientation parameter (fx). All WAXS data were analyzed using
the SAXSGUI software package to obtain WAXS intensity versus azimuthal angle profiles.
For both SAXS and WAXS measurements, the X-ray beam was focused by the three-pinhole
system to a size of 0.4 mm in diameter. Samples printed at 20 mm/s were used for all x-ray
measurements.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Rheological behavior and printing
Pure epoxy resin acts as a Newtonian fluid, with a nearly shear rate-independent viscosity of
10 Pa.s over the shear rate range probed (Figure 4.3a). When filler materials are added, the
viscosity increases significantly and pronounced shear thinning behavior is observed. At low
shear rates (∼ 10−2 s−1), the viscosity increases in all formulations by four to five orders of
magnitude. Both the FS and NC inks display similar apparent viscosities and shear thinning
behavior at shear rates greater than 0.2 s−1. The shear thinning exponent for these inks,
based on a standard power law flow model, ranges from n = 0.03 to 0.25, over the range
from 0.01 to 1 s−1. This range indicates good shear thinning behavior and falls within the
range of several other reported successful DIW inks [22, 59, 79, 38].
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Figure 4.3: Rheological behavior of different epoxy-filled systems as it pertains to
formulating printable inks for direct ink writing (DIW) process. (a) log-log plots of apparent
viscosity as a function of shear rate and (b) the corresponding storage and loss moduli (i.e.
viscoelastic properties) versus oscillatory shear stress for the inks shown in (a). The shear
yield stress values are measured from the crossover point between the two moduli shown in
(b).
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Measurements of storage (G′) and loss (G′′) moduli are plotted in Figure 4.3b. For the
pure resin, the shear loss modulus is stress-independent (∼100 Pa) and is about two orders
of magnitude higher than its storage modulus, characteristic of a viscous fluid. As fillers are
added to the epoxy resin, both the loss and storage moduli increase, and at low applied stress
all inks display solid-like behavior, where the storage modulus is higher than the loss modulus.
At higher stresses, the inks yield and flow, indicated by a steep drop in storage modulus.
The yield stress approximately corresponds to the crossover point where the storage modulus
drops below the loss modulus, indicating a transition from solid-like to liquid-like behavior.
The SiC/NC ink exhibits the highest shear yield stress (τy = 5012 Pa) and the SiC/FS ink
exhibits the lowest shear yield stress (τy = 400 Pa), while the NC and FS inks are more
similar in behavior with τy = 1590 Pa and 1000 Pa, respectively. Although the range of
storage modulus and yield stress values is fairly large, all fall within the range reported for
other successful DIW inks [22, 59, 105, 121]. All of the inks were able to be printed out of
three distinct nozzle sizes and at three distinct print speeds. Examples of printed specimens
are shown in Figure 4.1c-i. Moreover, all of the inks were able to successfully produce pore-
free, fully dense printed components with the print parameters and pressures chosen. As
an example, representative optical micrographs of fracture surfaces are shown in Figure A.7
for longitudinal and transverse flexural specimens printed with the NC ink at varying nozzle
sizes and print speeds. In these micrographs, there is no evidence of the original print path,
indicating complete coalescence and strong adhesion between adjacent filaments and layers,
as reported in [59].
4.4.2 Mechanical behavior
The flexural modulus and flexural strength of printed composites as a function of nozzle
size are shown in Figure 4.4. The FS composites have a flexural modulus of 3.1 GPa and
flexural strength of 109 MPa, independent of the nozzle size and print direction (Figure
4.4a, b). Printed composites containing anisotropic fillers display an inverse relationship
between their flexural strength and stiffness and the nozzle size, when tested along the print
direction, while a direct correlation is apparent when tested transverse to the print direction.
For example, at the smallest nozzle size, the flexural strength of the NC specimens is 173 -
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Figure 4.4: Flexural properties of longitudinal and transverse specimens as a function of
nozzle diameter for epoxy-based composites containing different filler materials. Flexural
modulus (top) and flexural strength (bottom) are shown, respectively, for: (a and b) FS,
(c and d) NC, (e and f) SiC/FS, and (g and h) SiC/NC composites. All composites were
printed at a constant print speed of 20 mm/s.
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MPa along the print directions and 97 MPa transverse to it, while for the largest nozzle
size, the flexural strength reduces to 141 MPa along the print directions and increases to 105
MPa transverse to it (Figure 4.4d). The same trend is observed in SiC whisker-containing
inks, albeit with a greater difference in properties observed along and transverse to the print
direction. At the smallest nozzle size, the SiC/NC ink displays a flexural strength of 199
MPa along the print direction and 103 MPa transverse to it. For the largest nozzle size, these
values change to 188 MPa along the print direction and 112 MPa transverse to it. Trends
are identical for the SiC/FS ink with strength values being slightly lower along the print
direction and slightly higher transverse to it (Figure 4.4f). The trends observed for strength
are also observed for flexural modulus for each material, with SiC whisker-containing inks
displaying the greatest sensitivity to print direction and nozzle size (Figure 4.4c,e,g).
The flexural modulus and flexural strength of printed composites as a function of print
speed are shown in Figure 4.5. Again, the FS material exhibits flexural strength and stiffness
that is independent of print speed and direction (Figure 4.5a, b), whereas specimens with
anisotropic filler materials display a pronounced dependence on print speed. Here, the trends
are reversed from those observed for nozzle size. For example, the flexural strength of the
NC material along the print direction increases with print speed from 132 MPa when printed
at 10 mm/s to 159 MPa when printed at 40 mm/s. At the same time, the flexural strength
transverse to the print direction decreases from 104 MPa to 96 MPa over the same print
speeds (Figure 4.5d). As was observed for nozzle size effects, the presence of SiC whiskers
increases anisotropy and sensitivity to print speed. At the highest print speed, the SiC/NC
composite attains a strength of 216 MPa along the print direction and 93 MPa transverse
to it. At the lowest print speed, the strength along the print direction reduces to 180
MPa and the transverse strength increases to 112 MPa. Again, trends are identical for the
SiC/FS ink with strength values being slightly lower along the print direction and slightly
higher transverse to it (Figure 4.5f). The trends observed for strength are also observed for
flexural modulus for each material, with SiC whisker-containing inks displaying the greatest
sensitivity to print direction and print speed (Figure 4.5c,e,g). All flexural properties are
summarized in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: Flexural properties of longitudinal and transverse specimens as a function of
print speed for epoxy-based composites containing different filler materials. Flexural modulus
(top) and flexural strength (bottom) are shown, respectively, for: (a and b) FS, (c and d)
NC, (e and f) SiC/FS, and (g and h) SiC/NC composites. All samples were printed at a
constant deposition nozzle diameter of 609 µm.
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Table 4.3: Flexural properties of FS– and NC–based 3D-printed specimens
Filler Nozzle Print Print Flexural Flexural Strain- Number
material size speed path∗ modulus strength to-failure of
(µm) (mm/s) (GPa) (MPa) (%) specimens
233 20 L 3.05 ± 0.13 107.3 ± 1.09 4.99 ± 0.00 4
233 20 T 3.19 ± 0.01 107.9 ± 2.95 4.66 ± 0.30 4
233 20 L 3.13 ± 0.07 109.2 ± 2.98 4.99 ± 0.01 6
609 20 T 3.17 ± 0.06 110.6 ± 3.76 4.65 ± 0.29 4
FS 1041 20 L 3.16 ± 0.21 106.7 ± 2.68 4.98 ± 0.03 4
1041 20 T 3.07 ± 0.28 105.6 ± 4.54 4.61 ± 0.05 4
609 10 L 3.13 ± 0.07 108.8 ± 1.12 5.00 ± 0.00 4
609 10 T 3.10 ± 0.06 109.3 ± 1.64 4.60 ± 0.09 4
609 40 L 3.03 ± 0.03 107.1 ± 2.23 4.97 ± 0.12 4
609 40 T 3.11 ± 0.07 108.1 ± 1.01 4.47 ± 0.10 4
233 20 L 4.42 ± 0.18 173.0 ± 5.38 5.26 ± 0.11 4
233 20 T 3.43 ± 0.19 97.0 ± 3.59 3.32 ± 0.26 5
233 20 L 4.32 ± 0.30 147.4 ± 7.45 4.64 ± 0.19 5
233 20 T 3.57 ± 0.34 100.8 ± 6.5 3.27 ± 0.14 6
NC 1041 20 L 4.17 ± 0.31 140.7 ± 3.85 4.45 ± 0.26 5
1041 20 T 3.58 ± 0.05 105.4 ± 2.81 3.69 ± 0.19 4
609 10 L 4.11 ± 0.16 132.2 ± 8.39 4.41 ± 0.52 5
609 10 T 3.59 ± 0.16 103.8 ± 3.72 3.54 ± 0.19 4
609 40 L 4.31 ± 0.24 159.3 ± 1.43 5.06 ± 0.08 4
609 40 T 3.46 ± 0.06 95.7 ± 0.73 3.15 ± 0.06 4
∗L: Longitudinal; ∗T: Transverse
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Table 4.4: Flexural properties of SiC–based 3D-printed specimens
Filler Nozzle Print Print Flexural Flexural Strain- Number
material size speed path∗ modulus strength to-failure of
(µm) (mm/s) (GPa) (MPa) (%) specimens
609 20 L 9.31 ± 0.61 181.5 ± 4.40 3.39 ± 0.11 6
609 20 T 5.51 ± 0.21 109.5 ± 5.55 3.03 ± 0.20 4
864 20 L 9.20 ± 0.63 176.0 ± 2.39 3.35 ± 0.05 4
864 20 T 5.62 ± 0.38 112.9 ± 0.80 3.17 ± 0.13 4
SiC/FS 1041 20 L 9.00 ± 0.11 171.3 ± 4.99 3.26 ± 0.19 5
1041 20 T 5.79 ± 0.62 117.4 ± 1.99 3.20 ± 0.15 4
609 10 L 8.94 ± 0.46 163.5 ± 8.71 3.33 ± 0.40 6
609 10 T 5.96 ± 1.38 117.8 ± 1.90 3.20 ± 0.12 4
609 40 L 9.44 ± 0.30 193.3 ± 4.51 3.42 ± 0.25 4
609 40 T 5.17 ± 0.85 101.5 ± 5.18 2.96 ± 0.10 4
609 20 L 10.67 ± 0.36 198.6 ± 3.87 2.51 ± 0.05 4
609 20 T 5.73 ± 0.19 103.0 ± 2.75 2.15 ± 0.12 6
864 20 L 10.35 ± 0.86 190.9 ± 6.40 2.51 ± 0.29 4
864 20 T 5.85 ± 0.21 107.7 ± 1.54 2.17 ± 0.05 4
SiC/NC 1041 20 L 10.13 ± 0.61 187.8 ± 6.40 2.48 ± 0.13 5
1041 20 T 5.89 ± 0.20 112.4 ± 3.71 2.40 ± 0.19 4
609 10 L 9.72 ± 0.92 180.4 ± 7.40 2.40 ± 0.39 4
609 10 T 5.82 ± 0.34 112.4 ± 4.74 2.37 ± 0.22 5
609 40 L 10.91 ± 0.29 215.7 ± 3.13 2.84 ± 0.20 4
609 40 T 5.61 ± 0.31 93.3 ± 4.84 2.02 ± 0.17 4
∗L: Longitudinal; ∗T: Transverse
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4.4.3 Microscopic characterization
Figure 4.6 shows representative optical micrographs for printed composites containing NC in
transmitted, cross-polarized light mode. The bottom edges printed slices are aligned parallel
to the orientation of the polarizer (at 0◦ orientation angle). It can be observed that the NC
causes distinct birefringence patterns (Figure 4.6), with a clear correlation between the nozzle
size and the characteristic size of the birefringence pattern. The size of the repeat patterns
directly corresponds to the size of the nozzle used to print the samples, as indicated on the
images by white ovals. In contrast, no birefringence or pattern was observed throughout the
bulk of the printed specimens containing FS as previously reported [59], regardless of nozzle
diameter (see Figure A.8).
The SiC-based specimens were not transparent enough to be inspected with cross-
polarized light microscopy. However, representative SEM micrographs of fracture surfaces
for flexure specimens printed with SiC/FS at varying print speeds are shown in Figure 4.7.
In these micrographs the epoxy matrix is a dull gray while the SiC whiskers are bright white.
The longitudinal print path was used for these specimens, so the print direction is normal
to the plane of the image. At a print speed of 10 mm/s, the whiskers appear to be more
randomly oriented, as a large number of whiskers can be seen lying predominantly in the
plane of the image (Figure 4.7a). As print speed increases to 20 mm/s and 40 mm/s, fewer in-
plane whiskers are visible, and more whiskers appear as single bright dots, corresponding to
an end-on view (Figure 4.7b,c). To quantify these qualitative observations, the micrographs
were converted to black and white, with white pixels indicating SiC whiskers and black pixels
indicating epoxy matrix (Figure 4.7d-f). The ratio of white to black pixels provides a measure
of the relative area that each phase occupies in the micrograph. For any given whisker, the
apparent area is smallest when it is aligned normal to the plane of the image. Therefore,
because the volume fraction of whiskers is identical in each of the samples, comparison of the
ratios of white-to-black pixels provides an indication of the relative alignment of the whiskers
between samples, with a lower ratio indicating greater alignment. The white-to-black ratio
varies from 0.15 to 0.11 to 0.07 for print speeds of 10, 20, and 40 mm/s, respectively. We
note that this approach does not result in a direct measure of whisker orientation.
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Figure 4.6: Representative optical transmitted light micrographs of polished thin slices
(< 1 mm thick) cut from printed specimens containing NC filler, observed using crossed
polarizers. Specimens printed with nozzle diameters of (a) 233 µm, (b) 609 µm and (c) 1041
µm. These samples show strong periodic variations in birefringence that have length scales
comparable to the diameter of the nozzle used for printing. The axis of the printed filaments
is normal to the plane of the image.
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Figure 4.7: Representative SEM micrographs of selected fracture surfaces for longitudinal
flexural specimens with SiC/FS ink at varying print speeds: (a) 10, (b) 20 and (c) 40 mm/s.
(d – f) Binary images of corresponding SEM micrographs analyzed with ImageJ to enable
quantitative correlation between print speed and whisker alignment. White pixels indicate
SiC-whiskers and black pixels indicate epoxy matrix. The print direction is normal to the
plane of the image, thus SiC whiskers are observed to become more oriented (indicated by
fewer in-plane whiskers) in the print direction as print speed increases (from left-to-right).
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4.4.4 X-ray scattering
SAXS 2D patterns of the FS material system for the three deposition nozzle diameters show
symmetric, isotropic scattering (Figure 4.8a-c). In contrast, 2D scattering patterns from the
NC material (Figure 4.8d-f) show anisotropic scattering along the vertical axis, indicating
orientation along the horizontal axis (corresponding to the print direction) from all nozzle
diameters. 2D WAXS scattering patterns were also collected for the same samples (Figure
4.9). No orientation is observed in the 2D WAXS patterns from the FS printed specimens
(Figure 4.9a-c), regardless of nozzle size, whereas high intensity scattering along the vertical
axis at a scattering angle of 0.51 Å−1 is visible in the scattering patterns from the NC
specimens all nozzle diameters (Figure 4.9d-f). The sharp, anisotropic scattering observed
in the scattering patterns of the NC samples occurs at a scattering angle of 0.51 Å−1 (7◦ 2θ),
which is consistent with a d-spacing of 1.2 nm between the silicate platelets in the tactoids
of Garamite nanoclay [51].
The degree of NC orientation was quantified using Herman’s orientation factor. The two
intensity maxima of background-corrected tactoid scattering intensity (0.50 Å−1 < q < 0.55
Å−1) as a function of azimuthal angle were fit using Gaussian functions. Individual Gaussian
fits were then shifted horizontally along the azimuthal angle until centered about 0◦ (Figure
A.9) and then used to determine Herman’s orientation factor, fx, using Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2:








where δ is the azimuthal angle in radians [119]. As shown in Table 4.5, NC platelets
become more oriented as nozzle size decreases. This quantitative analysis corroborates the
mechanical and cross-polarized light observations for both FS and NC material systems.
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Figure 4.8: (a-c) SAXS 2D patterns for printed FS composites and (d-f) NC composites
with nozzle diameters of 233 µm, 609 µm, and 1041 µm, in which the print direction is
oriented along the horizontal axis.
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Figure 4.9: (a-c) WAXS 2D patterns for printed FS composites and (d-f) NC composites
with nozzle diameters of 233 µm, 609 µm, and 1041 µm, in which the print direction is
oriented along the horizontal axis. Scattering at 0.51 Å−1 is denoted by an arrow in (d).
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Table 4.5: Herman’s orientation factor, fx, in NC-containing composites
Nozzle size (µm) 233 609 1041
fx 0.65 ± 0.03 0.56 ± 0.04 0.51 ± 0.03
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4.5 Analysis and Discussion
4.5.1 Rheology of composite inks
Although both fumed silica and nanoclay are strong rheology modifiers in the epoxy resin,
and shear thinning behavior at 5 wt.% and 10 wt.% loading is similar for each material
(Figure A.6 and Figure 4.3), FS and NC impart notably different storage modulus and yield
stress to the epoxy resin, particularly in the presence of an additional filler material, such
as SiC whiskers. For example, the FS ink possesses a higher yield stress than the NC ink,
which suggests that that fumed silica may be a better viscosifier to use when formulating a
composite ink. However, when combined with SiC whiskers to make the SiC/NC and SiC/FS
inks, the FS results in a significantly lower yield stress and storage modulus compared to
the ink that utilizes NC with SiC whiskers. This may be related to potential interactions
between the FS and SiC, different length scales of the networks that FS and NC form relative
to the size of SiC whiskers, or how each of the filler materials forms a network within the
resin. These observations are the subject of ongoing study.
4.5.2 Anisotropy master curves
In the course of this study, we have varied nozzle size and print speed to investigate how
such parameters influence anisotropy in printed composites. The results clearly indicate that
particle alignment and mechanical anisotropy are influenced by both of these parameters.
However, because the flow rate of the ink was matched to the translation speed of the print
head, and the layer height was fixed at 60% of the nozzle diameter, changes to nozzle size
were accompanied by changes to the shear rate in the fluid between the nozzle and the
substrate and these tests were unable to unambiguously probe the effects of draw ratio in
isolation. The presence of this shear field between the translating nozzle and the stationary
substrate is a necessary feature of material extrusion AM, which would appear to preclude
clean studies of draw ratio in AM processes without changing the diameter of the reservoir.
With this in mind, the two data sets generated in this study can be compared by defining
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where ν is the print speed and D is the diameter of the deposition nozzle, and h is the
layer height. The physical interpretation of this quantity is unambiguous, regardless of the
properties of the fluid or the specific geometry of the nozzle and it enables direct comparisons
between different combinations of nozzle size and translation rate.
In addition, we define an anisotropy factor as the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse




where ψ is the anisotropy factor, M is either the strength or modulus, and the subscripts
L and T indicate the longitudinal and transverse properties, respectively. Using these
definitions, all of the mechanical test data for a given material system collapse onto one
curve that indicates a single functional relationship between normalized translation rate and
mechanical anisotropy (Figure 4.10). Plotted in this manner, we see that the anisotropy
factor approaches a value of unity as the normalized translation rate approaches zero,
indicating that the printed composites approach isotropic behavior as the print speed
approaches zero or as the nozzle size approaches +∞.
Based on this observation, a two-parameter power-law model is proposed to fit the data:
ψ = 1 + A(ν∗)b (4.5)
where A and b are the fitting parameters. Table 4.6 lists the values of A and b computed
for each material system, for both modulus and strength data, computed using non-linear
regression. Model predictions are also plotted with the data points in Figure 4.10.
These master curves and power law model allow one to make direct comparisons of a
wide range of printing tests to provide insight into the phenomena that govern anisotropy
in printed composite materials. We anticipate that every combination of filler material and
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Figure 4.10: Plots of mechanical anisotropy versus normalized translation rat in (a)
modulus and (b) strength for all the samples tested. Solid lines are the fit of the power-law
model given in Eq. 4.5.
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Table 4.6: Fitting parameters for power law anisotropy model
Fitting parameters
Modulus Strength
Filler material A b A b
FS 0 1 0 1
NC 0.05 0.38 0.06 0.60
SiC/FS 0.22 0.32 0.10 0.54
SiC/NC 0.36 0.23 0.14 0.54
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resin will have a characteristic master anisotropy curve that depends on the viscosity of the
resin, the size and morphology of the filler material, and the geometry of the deposition
nozzle. Thus, for a given printing system and material, a select few mechanical tests can
enable predictions of mechanical properties and anisotropy over a broad range of printing
parameters. This can be very important for enabling more rigorous engineering design
of 3D-printed composite materials and may even provide a pathway to spatially program
mechanical properties using only print parameters. It is important to note that the upper
limit of the anisotropy factor is dictated by the properties that would result from perfectly
aligned fillers, above which the anisotropy factor would adopt a constant value. This limiting
behavior is not captured in the model at present.
4.5.3 Interaction between fillers
Experimental observations showed that the FS-based composite exhibits mechanical behavior
that is independent of both print direction and normalized translation rate. Therefore,
the increase in mechanical properties that is observed in the SiC/FS ink with increasing
normalized translation rate is assumed to result entirely from the reinforcing effect of the SiC
whiskers as they become more oriented along the print direction. However, when considering
the SiC/NC system, both the SiC whiskers and the NC are expected to contribute to the
dependence of the mechanical properties on the normalized translation rate. Indeed, each
filler material individually displays strong sensitivity to deposition rate. If both species of
filler behave independently in the epoxy matrix, then a synergistic effect may be expected.
That is, if the epoxy and clay are thought of together as the matrix, and the SiC whiskers
as the reinforcing species, then an increase in normalized translation rate would result in
strengthening of the matrix alone – from increased alignment of the clay particles, leading to
higher composite strength – and strengthening of the composite through increased alignment
of the SiC whiskers. If that description is accurate, then one would expect to see significantly
different behavior between the SiC/FS and SiC/NC inks.
Interestingly, while the SiC/NC composite is stiffer and stronger along the print direction
than the SiC/FS composite, the difference is small compared to the difference in strength
between the NC- and FS-only composites at comparable print parameters. To highlight this
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observation, we have plotted the difference in strength between the NC and FS composites,
and between the SiC/NC and SiC/FS composites as a function of normalized translation rate
in Figure 4.11. Along the print direction, the NC composite is 20-30 MPa stronger than the
FS composite at low normalized translation rate, and 60-70 MPa stronger at high normalized
translation rate. Conversely, the SiC/NC composite is only 10-20 MPa stronger than the
SiC/FS composite across the entire range of normalized translation rates investigated. One
possible explanation for this observation is that the presence of SiC whiskers frustrates the
orientation of the clay platelets during the deposition process by altering the local shear
rate and stress state in the vicinity of the whiskers, thereby diminishing the propensity of
the smaller clay platelets to align along the print direction. This phenomenon could have
important implications for the design of optimal composite feedstocks for material extrusion
AM, and further study is warranted.
4.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this work we have investigated the effects of filler morphology, nozzle size, and print speed
on the mechanical anisotropy in 3D printed epoxy composites fabricated via DIW. We have
also characterized the effects of different filler materials on the rheology of an epoxy resin to
formulate printable composite inks for DIW. The key results of this work can be summarized
as follows:
• Printed epoxy/FS composites were shown to exhibit mechanical behavior that is
independent of nozzle size, print speed, and print path, with flexural strength and
modulus of 107 MPa and 3.1 GPa, respectively.
• SiC whisker-reinforced printed composites display flexural strength values up to 215
MPa along the print direction. To the authors’ knowledge, this is currently the highest
reported flexural strength for a 3D-printed whisker-reinforced polymer composite.
• X-ray scattering measurements confirmed the alignment and dependence on print
parameters of nanoclay platelets in printed composites.
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Figure 4.11: The difference in strength between the NC and FS composites (blue), and
between the SiC/NC and SiC/FS (red) composites as a function of normalized translation
rate. Dashed lines represent the linear regression of each data set. Plotted in this manner,
the data suggest that NC is less influenced by normalized translation rate in the presence of
SiC whiskers.
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• The mechanical properties of printed composites containing high-aspect-ratio fillers
display pronounced dependence on both nozzle size and print speed. For the resin and
filler combinations utilized in this study, we have found that a power law describes the
relationship between mechanical anisotropy and normalized translation rate.
• Both nanoclay and fumed silica are highly effective at imparting shear thinning and
yield stress behavior to epoxy resin, but nanoclay appears to be more effective for
formulating inks with multiple filler materials. However, in the printed composites, the
presence of larger filler materials may disrupt the alignment of clay platelets during
the deposition process.
Anisotropy in printed components is a critical issue that complicates the straightforward
design of AM components. We believe this study represents an important step towards
enabling the application of rigorous engineering design principles to AM component design.
In addition, the study highlights the possibility of additively manufacturing complex
components with programmed anisotropy simply through the systematic variation of print
parameters and ink constituents.
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5.1 Abstract
Fiber-reinforced polymer composites have been extensively utilized in recent years as
feedstock materials for extrusion-based additive manufacturing (AM) processes to improve
strength, stiffness, and functionality of printed parts over unfilled printed polymers. However,
the widespread adoption of AM of fiber-reinforced polymer composites requires a deeper
understanding of the process-structure-property relationships in printed components, and
such relationships are not well understood yet. This work uses short carbon fiber-reinforced
epoxy composites as ink feedstocks for the direct ink writing (DIW) AM technology and seeks
to better understand the evolution of fiber length distribution (FLD) during ink processing.
FLD is measured for a wide range of ink compositions and shear mixing times, and the
distributions are fit with a Weibull-type distribution function. The effects of FLD on the
tradeoff between ink processability, ink rheology, printing behavior and mechanical properties
are also investigated. Furthermore, the effects of printing parameters (nozzle size and
print speed) on mechanical anisotropy and fiber orientation distribution (FOD) in printed
composites are explored. Mechanical properties of printed composites are characterized via
3pt-flexural testing, and microstructure is investigated using optical and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), and x-ray computed tomography. Finally, the fitted Weibull parameters
are fed into a composite model that incorporates FLD and FOD, and model predictions are
found to be in excellent agreement with experimental observations.
5.2 Introduction
Material extrusion additive manufacturing (AM) of polymer composites has been the focus
of research interest in recent years for its unprecedented ability to create new structural
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components and multi-material architectures [69, 38, 18, 80, 97, 75]. Extrusion-based
AM methods consist of building components in a layer-by-layer format by selectively
depositing material through a deposition nozzle [107]. Building components in this manner
allows direct manufacture of complex structures that may not be feasible via traditional
manufacturing approaches. Despite this unique flexibility, key challenges remain that
hamper the widespread adoption of AM to produce robust, end-use structural components.
Key challenges include: (i) the lack of feedstock materials with high specific properties
and functionality that can compete with current engineering materials, (ii) the associated
printing-induced anisotropy and trapped porosity in printed parts, and (iii) the lack of deep
understanding of the process-structure-property relationships in additively manufactured
parts.
A wide variety of polymer feedstock composites have been developed for material
extrusion AM technologies – including fused filament fabrication (FFF) and direct ink writing
(DIW) – utilizing different filler reinforcements into both thermoplastic and thermoset
resins. For example, polymer feedstocks reinforced with carbon fibers (CFs) [31, 76, 110,
116, 22, 83, 94, 92, 88], glass fibers [133], silicon carbide microfibers [18, 22, 60, 49],
nanoclay [60, 122, 59, 63, 114], graphene [20, 54] and carbon and boron nitride nanotubes
[104, 24] have been investigated to improve strength and stiffness in printed materials. Short
fiber-reinforced polymer composites are of particular interest due to their combination of
mechanical properties, low density, increased thermal stability, high processibility and low
production cost [39, 41]. Love et al. showed that the incorporation of CFs (up to 13
vol%) into a thermoplastic ABS resin could drastically diminish warping in printed parts
by reducing the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the neat ABS resin by 88.72%
along the deposition direction [76]. The work also showed that printed ABS/CF composites
exhibited higher tensile strength (∼194% increase), stiffness (∼335% increase), and thermal
conductivity (∼124.3% increase) than neat ABS when tested parallel to the deposition
direction. Zhong et al. incorporated glass fibers (up to 18 wt%) into an ABS resin, leading
to an increase of 140% in the tensile strength along the print direction; however, the presence
of glass fibers was found to reduce the flexibility and robustness of the ABS filaments during
handling [133]. Tekinalp et al. showed that short CFs align in the print direction during
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printing ABS/CF composites (up to 40 wt% CF), improving the strength by ∼115% and the
stiffness by ∼700% along the print direction over neat ABS [110]. Although highly oriented
CFs were achieved in printed ABS/CF composites, increased porosity caused lower tensile
properties than those of their compression-molded counterparts [110]. It was also found
that the average fiber length in printed ABS/CF composites decreased with increasing CF
content, as a result of fiber breakage during compounding the CF and ABS resin under
high-shear mixing [110]. Ning et al. investigated the effect of fiber length on the mechanical
properties of ABS/CF composites printed via FFF at a CF loading of 5 wt% [86]. Their
results showed that printed composites with fiber lengths of 150 µm achieved higher tensile
strength and modulus than printed composites with fiber lengths of 100 µm [86].
Several fiber-reinforced thermoset inks have been developed for DIW. For example,
Calvert et al. were the first to use DIW for printing CF-reinforced epoxy composites in 1997
[14]. In that study, varying fractions of chopped CF with varying fiber lengths were utilized
in epoxy resins in the presence of fumed silica (FS) to induce thixotropy. The modulus and
strength of printed composites showed dependence on both fiber length and CF content, and
fiber orientation was shown to follow the direction of printing [14]. In a subsequent study
by Peng et al., flexural bars of epoxy/FS/glass-fibers were printed with varying print-head
speeds and print paths (i.e. orientation angles) relative to the length of the bar [91]. Their
results showed that the degree of fiber orientation increases with increasing print-head speed
while keeping the flow rate constant. As a result of increased fiber alignment, the flexural
modulus improved by 50% as the print-head speed increased by a factor of 2.5 [91]. More
recently, Compton and Lewis showed that highly loaded epoxy/nanoclay/SiC/CF inks can
reach Young’s modulus values up to 24.5 GPa in the print direction [22], while Malek et
al. achieved an elastic modulus up to 57 GPa in the print direction using pitch-based CFs
in epoxy/nanoclay inks [77]. Nawafleh and Celik employed a vibration-assisted printhead
to enable printing epoxy/NC/CF inks with a high CF content (up to 46 vol%), achieving
flexural strength values up to 400 MPa and stiffness up to 53 GPa in the print direction
[83]. Hmeidat et al. incorporated 15 vol% of SiC microfibers into an epoxy resin filled with
either nanoclay (NC) or FS, achieving flexure strength values up to 215 MPa along the print
direction [60]. In that study, the team also demonstrated that SiC microfibers become more
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highly aligned along the print direction when smaller deposition nozzles and higher print
speeds are employed.
Although most of the prior studies have shown significant advances in printed fiber-
reinforced polymer composites with high mechanical properties, less attention has been given
to the effect of formulation and processing parameters on the fiber length evolution in printed
composites. The mechanical performance of short fiber composites is highly dependent on
fiber content, fiber length distribution (FLD), fiber orientation distribution (FOD), and fiber-
matrix interfacial adhesion [110, 39, 41]. Material extrusion AM is beneficial in this regard
as it induces orientation of fibers as they are extruded through the deposition nozzle [110,
22, 92, 60, 14, 91, 64, 72] (Figure 5.1a). However, during formulating and printing of fiber
feedstocks, fiber attrition can occur, affecting the rheological properties of the ink and the
mechanical properties of printed composites [22, 39, 41]. To enable a better understanding of
the mechanical behavior of printed short fiber composites, the linkage between fiber content,
formulation processes, printing parameters, the resulting FLD and FOD, and mechanical
properties of printed composites need to be established. Pierson et al. have investigated the
effect of mixing time and fiber content (up to 5.5 vol%) on the FLD in epoxy/NC/CF inks
for DIW [92]. Their results suggest that mean fiber length approaches a steady-state value
above a certain mixing time for composite inks containing greater than 2.3 vol% carbon
fibers. However, the team did not directly investigate how the mixing time and FLD affect
rheological and mechanical properties.
This work seeks to better understand of the evolution of fiber length during material
processing, including how the FLD affects the tradeoff between processability (rheology
and printing behavior, print quality), and mechanical properties (Figure 5.1b). FLD are
measured for a wide range of ink compositions and mixing times, and the distributions
are fit with a Weibull-type distribution function. The fitted Weibull parameters are fed
into a composite model developed by Fu and Lauke [39] that incorporates FLD and
FOD, and model predictions are found to be in excellent agreement with experimental
observations. In addition, the effect of nozzle size and print speed on mechanical anisotropy
and fiber orientation in printed composites is investigated. Mechanical properties of printed
composites are investigated via 3pt-flexural testing, and microstructure is investigated using
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustrations of (a) direct ink writing (DIW) process, and (b)
effect of fiber length on ink processability and mechanical performance in fiber-reinforced
composites. The shaded area demonstrates a typical range of fiber lengths in short carbon-
fiber composites, which exhibits an excellent combination of material processability and
mechanical behavior. (c) and (d) show carbon fibers before and after mixing.
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optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and x-ray computed tomography (xCT).
Results and insights gained from this work will enable the design of better composite




EPON 826 (Momentive Specialty Chemicals, Inc., Columbus, OH) epoxy resin with a density
of 1.162 g/cm3, was utilized as the composite ink base. Dicyanex 1400B (Evonik Industries
AG, Essen, Germany), a dicyandiamide (DICY) powder, was employed as the latent curing
agent for the epoxy resin. Kaltex K20-HTU chopped carbon fibers (CFs) from the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Carbon Fiber Technology Facility (CFTF) were used
for this study [32]. These fibers are low-cost, PAN-derived fibers, sized for epoxy resin
and chopped to 6 mm length with a density of 1.773 g/cm3 (Figure 5.1c and Figure A.10).
Garamite-7305 nanoclay (NC) (BYK-Chemie GmbH, Wesel, Germany), with a density of
1.6 g/cm3, was used to modify the viscosity of the resin and enhance the printing behavior.
More information about the NC filler material can be found in [59].
5.3.2 Ink formulation
Inks were formulated using a centrifugal planetary mixer (FlackTeck, Inc., Landrun, SC) in
90-ml. plastic containers (FlackTeck, Inc., Landrun, SC). All batches were prepared using
20 g of epoxy resin. The fibers were added to the epoxy resin in different amounts, 3.1,
6.2, 9.15 and 12.2 vol%. After the addition of fibers, the inks were mixed for four different
durations, 180, 360, 540, and 720 seconds, to observe the effects that the mixing process and
fiber content have on the fiber length distribution. This resulted in a total of 16 different
mixtures. Mixing was conducted under vacuum at 0.1 atm at a constant speed of 1800 rpm
for all inks. Because high shear mixing can generate heat, the mixing time was divided into
180 s intervals to allow the mixer and ink to cool down. The cool-down period was ∼10
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minutes per interval. These ink formulations do not contain NC and will be referred to as
the CF inks (Table 5.1).
To identify any effects that the presence of the NC viscosity modifier has on fiber length
evolution, an additional ink containing 9.15 vol% CF and 5 wt% (1.3 g) NC was formulated
and mixed at the same aforementioned mixing times. The mixing was done in two steps to
enable better dispersion of the fibers in the presence of NC. First, the CF was added and
mixed for half of the targeted mixing period at 1800 rpm. Then, the NC was added and
mixed at 1800 rpm. These formulations will be referred to as the CF/NC inks. After several
trials, 5 wt% NC was identified as a suitable amount to modify ink viscosity and enable
printing of self-supporting parts following [60]. Inks utilized for fiber length measurements
did not contain any curing agent, but 1g of DICY (corresponding to 5 parts per hundred by
weight resin) was added into inks utilized for printing. In these inks, DICY was added to
the epoxy resin before the fillers and was mixed under 0.1 atm for 60 s at a speed of 1500
rpm.
5.3.3 Fiber length measurements
Fiber length measurements were taken for both CF and CF/NC inks. To reliably measure
the variations in fiber lengths, the fibers must be separated from the epoxy matrix without
altering length. Further, the fibers must all be aligned in a single plane. To do this, a
stainless steel spatula was used to pull a small sample of material from the inks after each
mixing cycle. The material was then placed in a bath of acetone to dissolve the epoxy. Then
the specimen was immediately poured into a glass petri dish so the acetone could evaporate.
This process resulted in fibers that were oriented in single plane (Figure 5.1d and Figure
A.11). After the evaporation of acetone, the distributed fibers were imaged using a VHX-
5000 digital microscope (KEYENCE Corporation, Itasca, IL), and the fiber lengths were
measured manually. To develop greater confidence in the measurements, multiple images
were stitched together to enable a larger number of full-length fibers to be measured. For
the CF/NC inks, the acetone bath alone was insufficient to effectively separate the fibers
from the epoxy/NC matrix. With the addition of NC, the fibers tend to form clumps of
material, making it challenging to measure fiber lengths in the microscope.
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Table 5.1: Compositions of epoxy/CF ink formulations
Resin (g) CF (g) CF (wt%) CF (vol%)
20 1.00 4.76 3.10
20 2.00 9.13 6.20
20 3.10 13.3 9.15∗
20 4.24 17.5 12.1
∗an additional ink was formulated at this CF loading in the presence of 5 wt% NC filler.
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To solve this issue, the acetone bath was placed in a beaker inside an ultrasonic bath
(Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and sonicated for 3 minutes to force clumps of fibers to
separate. Subsequently, the acetone bath was poured again into a petri dish, and then
immediately placed on a CIMAREC stirring hot plate (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA) in a fume hood to expedite evaporation of the acetone. Then fiber length measurements
were taken as described previously for the CF inks. The sample size of length measurements
for each ink formulation is summarized in Table 5.2. It should be noted that all fiber
length measurements were taken immediately after ink mixing; therefore, any potential
fiber breakage due to loading the ink into the printer cartridge or during extrusion are
not accounted for in the reported FLDs.
5.3.4 Ink rheology
Rheological properties were measured for the pure epoxy resin, epoxy/NC matrix and
CF/NC inks, using a Discovery HR-2 Rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) with
40 mm parallel platens for the pure resin and 25 mm parallel platens for all inks. To probe
the effect of mixing time on ink rheology, inks with different mixing times were investigated.
A gap size of 0.5 mm was used for both the pure epoxy resin and epoxy/NC inks, and a
gap of 1.5 mm for the CF/NC inks. The apparent viscosity profiles were measured using
continuous flow sweeps at controlled shear rates. The viscoelastic properties were measured
using an oscillatory stress sweep at controlled oscillatory stresses with a frequency of 1 Hz.
All measurements were preceded by a 120 s conditioning step at a constant shear rate of
0.01/s, followed by an equilibration period for 120 s. All tests were conducted at the ambient
temperature of the lab (∼ 21 ◦C).
5.3.5 3D printing
Inks were loaded into 10 cm3 syringe barrels (Nordson EFD, Westlake, OH) using a spatula.
Loaded syringes were then centrifuged at 3900 rpm for 10 minutes using a SorvallTM ST-8
Centrifuge (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), to get rid of any air bubbles that may
have been introduced during ink loading, following [22, 59, 60]. The loaded syringe was then
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Table 5.2: Volume averaged fiber length and Weibull distribution parameters for all inks
formulated
CF Mixing Sample Shape Scale Volume averaged
content time size parameter, parameter, fiber length
(vol%) (seconds) k λ (x10−6) (mm)
180 419 1.852 664 0.587
3.10 360 558 1.891 599 0.529
540 240 1.901 576 0.526
720 277 1.916 436 0.414
180 737 2.24 532 0.499
6.20 360 808 2.18 441 0.389
540 539 2.20 403 0.364
720 362 2.30 316 0.287
180 1079 2.27 439 0.408
9.15 360 709 2.27 361 0.317
540 427 2.23 333 0.297
720 288 2.30 296 0.268
180 973 2.25 466 0.455
12.1 360 845 2.31 334 0.296
540 183 2.10 279 0.248
720 499 2.37 262 0.242
180 521 2.128 477 0.637
9.15 360 520 2.564 374 0.344
+ 540 511 2.587 335 0.317
5 wt% NC 720 511 2.583 302 0.280
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mounted on a custom 3-axis positioning stage (Shopbot Tools, Inc., Durham, NC) equipped
with a pneumatic extrusion system for printing. The inks were printed onto substrates
covered with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-coated aluminum foil (Bytac, Saint-Gobain
Performance Plastics, Worcester, MA), to prevent permanent adhesion. Rectangular
specimens were printed using tapered metal luer-lock nozzle tips (S-type, GPD, Grand
Junction, CO) with three different inner diameters of 609, 864 and 1041 µm, and three
translation print speeds of 10, 20 and 40 mm/s. The layer height and spacing between
filaments were set as 0.6 and 0.8 times the inner diameter of the nozzle used, respectively. The
extrusion pressure was adjusted manually to produce a flow-rate matched to the translation
print speed (Table A.3).
Two print paths were employed to print mechanical test specimens, in which printed
filaments (or roads) are either oriented parallel (hereafter referred to as longitudinal
specimens) or orthogonal (hereafter referred to transverse specimens) to the length of the
specimen (see Figure A.5). The g-codes were generated using custom programs written with
Scilab software (Scilab Enterprises, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en
Automatique, France). Following the printing process, all specimens were cured at 120 ◦C
for at 24 hours, followed by 2 hours at 220 ◦C. The density of the printed, cured specimens
was measured using a Mettler Toledo Xs64 balance (Mettler-Toledo, LLC, Columbus, OH)
equipped with an Archimedes density kit in distilled water.
5.3.6 Mechanical characterization
Flexural tests were performed at room temperature on an electromechanical load frame
(Model 45, MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA), using a load cell with a
capacity of 1 kN. Flexural test specimens with nominal dimensions of 40 mm x 8 mm x 2
mm were tested in three-point flexure, using a span length of 32 mm and a crosshead speed
of 0.8 mm/min. Edges and surfaces of the printed specimens were ground smooth prior to
testing. Mechanical testing was performed according to ASTM D790 [7].
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5.3.7 Microscopy
Optical micrographs were recorded using a VHX-5000 digital microscope (Keyence Corpo-
ration of America, Itasca, IL), to observe features of as-printed specimens, fiber lengths
and fracture surfaces. Additionally, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out
on a Phenom Desktop microscope (Nanoscience Instruments, Inc, Phoenix, AZ), to observe
the morphology of the as-received carbon fibers, as well as select fracture surfaces of tested
CF/NC flexural specimens. All observed specimens were sputter-coated with gold prior to
SEM imaging.
5.3.8 X-ray computed tomography
xCT scans were conducted on 3D printed CF/NC composites using a ZEISS Xradia Versa
520 xCT equipment. Two specimens were measured, one using the highest print speed and
one using the lowest print speed, and were taken from flexural test specimens. The xCT
data were collected at 3 W power and 40 kV accelerating voltage. Tomographs of the middle
section of the tested composites (a cylinder with 2 mm diameter and 2 mm height) were
recorded. For each tomogram, 1 µm resolution was maintained to capture the individual
CFs. A 4x scintillator objective attached with a Charged Coupled Device (CCD) camera
was used to record the scans. The recorded scans were visualized using the image processing
software Avizo (version 9.3.0, XFiber module, ThermoFisher Scientific), and the Xfiber
extension was used to quantify the FODs. The Xfiber extension provides tools to trace the
centerlines of cylindrical features.
A detailed workflow of the analysis is given in [128]. Using an assumed minimum fiber
length and fiber radius, the analysis enables the construction of a fiber orientation tensor
representing the local distribution of the fibers. A spherical coordinate system was used to
describe the fiber orientation, with theta (θ) representing the offset angle between the fiber
axis and the Z-axis (which is the printing direction in the present work). θ varies in the
range of 0◦ - 90◦, and fibers are considered aligned to the print direction when θ approaches
0◦.
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5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Fiber length evolution in CF inks
The effects of CF content and mixing time on the fiber length distribution (FLD) during ink
processing are illustrated in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2a shows normalized FLDs for inks with
different CF contents mixed for one mixing time (540s), while Figure 5.2b shows normalized
FLDs for inks with constant CF content (9.15 vol%) mixed for different times. In both cases,
the mixing process results in asymmetrical FLDs. The length of the fibers ranges up to 2 mm.
The most probable fiber length decreases with increasing CF content and with increasing
mixing time, as indicated by a peak shift and narrower distributions with increasing mixing
time or fiber content. Fiber breakage may occur as a result of the interactions between
fibers during the high-shear mixing process, interactions between fibers and the resin, and
interaction between the fibers and surfaces of the mixing container. Increasing fiber content
and mixing time increases the number of fiber interactions, leading to increased fiber breakage
and shorter fibers in the resulting ink formulation.
A two-parameter Weibull distribution function can be employed to model the evolution
of fiber length during mixing [39, 17, 109, 115]. The cumulative distribution function (CDF)
can be given as [39]:








where L is the fiber length, λ and k are the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull
distribution, respectively.
Figure 5.3a and b show the experimental CDFs (dotted lines) of the corresponding FLDs
in Figure 5.2a and b, respectively, along with the Weibull fitted CDF curves (solid lines). The
CDF curves shift upward and to the left (i.e. towards shorter fiber lengths) with increasing
fiber content and increasing mixing time, without considerably changing the nature of the
curves. The Weibull parameters are computed from the experimental CDF curves by linear
regression on a double log-log plot, as illustrated in Figure 5.3c for the ink containing 9.15
vol% CF.
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Figure 5.2: Fiber length evolution during processing of CF inks: (a) FLDs for inks with
different CF contents mixed for one mixing time (540s) and (b) FLDs for inks with constant
CF content (9.15 vol%) mixed for different times
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Figure 5.3: (a - b) CDFs of the corresponding FLDs shown in Fig. 1a and b, respectively,
along with fitted Weibull distributions (solid lines). (c) Weibull fit parameters computation
(Eq. 5.1) for inks with constant CF content of 9.15 vol% mixed for different times, along with
dashed lines representing the linear regression of each dataset. (d) A summary of volume
average fiber length values in all CF inks for different mixing times and CF contents.
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Comparing the Weibull-fitted CDF curves with the experimental CDF data reveals a
reasonably good fit across all parameter sets. Interestingly, all length data sets have a
similar shape parameter, k, which ranges from ∼2 to ∼2.3, while the scale parameter, λ,
decreases systematically with increasing CF content and mixing time. The computed Weibull
parameters for all inks tested are summarized in Table 5.2.
The measured volume average fiber lengths for all sample sets are plotted in Figure 5.3d.
The initial fiber length (6 mm) was reduced to an average fiber length value below 0.6 mm
across all CF contents and mixing times probed. This behavior indicates that high-aspect-
ratio carbon fibers fracture easily during the shear mixing process, even at low CF contents
and low mixing times. The volume average fiber length appears to reach a steady state value
of ∼0.27 mm for high fiber content and long mixing time, in broad agreement with the mean
fiber lengths reported by Pierson et al. [92]. All volume average fiber length values for all
CF inks tested are summarized in Table 5.2.
5.4.2 Fiber length evolution in CF/NC inks
The incorporation of NC results in higher viscosity of the carrier resin, which is expected to
influence the FLD. Figure 5.4a presents the FLD of the CF/NC ink containing 9.15 vol% CF
at different mixing times. Changing the rheology of the carrier resin by adding NC leads to
noticeable differences in FLD compared with the CF inks, particularly at low mixing times.
At a mixing time of 180 s, a poor Weibull fit is obtained (Figure 5.4b) as compared to the
same mixing time without NC (Figure 5.3b). However, as mixing time increases with NC,
the FLD adopts a more Weibull-like distribution.
FLDs in the presence of NC are plotted in Figure 5.4c on double log-log axes to enable
fitting of Weibull parameters to the data. Poor fit in the lower region of the plot indicates
that the presence of NC reduces the number of very short fibers, whereas the poor fit in the
upper region indicates a higher number of long fibers. A comparison of the average fiber
lengths as a function of mixing time for the 9.15 vol% CF inks with and without NC is
shown in Figure 5.4d. The results show that, after a sufficient mixing time, the effect of NC
diminishes, and average fiber lengths converge. The computed Weibull parameters, as well
as the average fiber length values for all the CF/NC inks are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: Fiber length evolution during processing of CF/NC inks: (a) FLDs for CF/NC
inks mixed for different times, (b) CDFs of the corresponding FLDs shown in (a), along
with fitted Weibull distributions (solid lines). (c) Weibull fit parameters computation (Eq.
5.1) for the CF/NC inks mixed for different times, along with dashed lines representing
the linear regression of each dataset. (d) A comparison between the volume averaged fiber
lengths measured for inks containing 9.15 vol% CF and mixed for different times, in the
presence and absence of NC.
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These observations can provide useful guidance on developing better CF-based inks using
tailored compositions and mixing protocols.
5.4.3 Rheological behavior
The rheological behavior of epoxy-based inks of varying compositions and mixing times are
shown in Figure 5.5. The unfilled epoxy resin exhibits a Newtonian behavior with a viscosity
of ∼10 Pa.s that is nominally independent of shear rate over the range probed (Figure 5.5a).
The incorporation of NC platelets significantly increases the viscosity of the base resin by
up to three orders of magnitude at low shear rates. However, as the shear rate increases,
the viscosity decreases by several orders of magnitude, undergoing strong shear-thinning
behavior. This phenomenon is important to facilitate extrusion of highly loaded inks. Upon
the incorporation of 9.15 vol.% CF, the CF/NC ink exhibits a viscosity that is only an order
of magnitude higher than that of the epoxy/NC ink at any given shear rate below ∼8 s−1,
without changing its shear-thinning behavior.
Additionally, it is apparent that the mixing time does not have an impact on the viscosity
profile of the epoxy/NC inks with and without CF, as they display similar apparent viscosities
and shear-thinning behavior for all mixing times. The shear-thinning behavior can be
quantified by fitting the apparent viscosity vs shear rate curves in Figure 5.5a to a standard
power law flow model of the form [59]:
η = Kγ̇n−1 (5.2)
where η is the apparent viscosity, γ̇ is the shear rate, K is the consistency index and n is the
flow index. n and K values were computed by linear regression over the range from 0.01 to
1 s−1 for all inks. n values range from 0.25 to 0.266 for the epoxy/NC inks, and from 0.188
to 0.237 for the CF/NC inks. These values indicate good shear-thinning behavior, and fall
within the range of many successful DIW inks reported in literature [22, 60, 20, 59, 105, 121].
The consistency index was also computed for these inks. Table 5.3 summarizes the numerical
values computed for both n and K.
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Figure 5.5: Rheological behavior of epoxy-filled inks as a function of mixing time. (a) Log-
log plots of apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate. (b) The corresponding storage
and loss moduli as a function of oscillatory shear stress for the inks shown in (a).
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Table 5.3: Effect of mixing time on the rheological properties of epoxy/NC and
epoxy/NC/CF inks
epoxy/NC inks CF/NC inks
Mixing time n K G′0 τy n K G
′
0 τy
(seconds) (Pa.sn) (kPa) (Pa) (Pa.sn) (kPa) (Pa)
180 0.254 372.3 8.443 113.3 0.188 3423.7 956.2 1519
360 0.250 352.2 6.513 82.6 0.237 3357.7 414.5 1516
540 0.250 336.5 5.614 77.0 0.212 3344.7 334.0 1101
720 0.266 343.8 5.150 56.3 0.230 3178.7 223.7 1015
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Plots of the storage (G′) and loss (G′′) moduli of the corresponding inks are shown in
Figure 5.5b. The pure resin exhibits a storage modulus (G′) that is about two orders of
magnitude lower than its loss modulus (G′′), and both moduli are nearly independent of
the applied oscillatory shear stress, indicating a liquid-like material. Upon the addition of
filler materials to the pure resin, both moduli increase considerably for all inks. Inks exhibit
predominantly solid-like behavior at low shear stresses, where G′ > G′′, with a well-defined
shear yield stress, τy, represented here by the crossover point between the two moduli. At
shear stresses greater than the yield stress, the ink behaves predominantly as a liquid. In
contrast to the shear-thinning behavior (Figure 5.5a), the mixing time has a strong effect on
the viscoelastic properties of the inks, where the storage and loss moduli and the shear yield
stress are observed to decrease with increased mixing time (Figure 5.5b). The presence of CF
leads to more pronounced dependence on mixing time. The steady-state, stress-independent
value of the storage modulus curve before yielding (G′ > G′′) is referred to as the equilibrium
storage modulus (G′0). The CF/NC ink displays higher G
′
0 and τy values than the epoxy/NC
ink across the different mixing times. G′0 and τy values for each ink are summarized in Table
5.3.
The decrease in the elastic stiffness and shear yield stress of these inks with mixing
time may be attributed to variations in the degree of NC exfoliation and CF length and
dispersion within the epoxy resin. The shear-mixing process was reported to improve the
degree of dispersion and exfoliation of filler materials within base polymers [129, 68]. At low
mixing times, longer fibers tend to entangle and bundle, and the probability of the presence
of non-exfoliated agglomerates of NC increases [129, 9]. This, in turn, can result in stiff inks
that require higher extrusion pressure – due to the associated high shear yield stress – to
enable flow through a given nozzle diameter. However, at higher mixing times, shorter fibers
can disperse more easily throughout the carrier resin with less entanglement and the resin
can intercalate between the NC platelets to exfoliate them to a higher degree [68, 27].
5.4.4 Printing behavior
Through a series of extrusion and printing tests, it was observed that inks containing CF
alone (without NC) did not possess sufficiently solid-like behavior and viscosity to enable
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printing self-stable parts. In addition, they were not able to be extruded reliably without
frequently clogging the deposition nozzle, as fibers tend to entangle as they approach the
nozzle exit [29]. In contrast, favorable printing behavior was obtained with the CF/NC inks.
Figure 5.6a shows representative, as-printed flexural specimens printed with the CF/NC ink
at varying mixing times. These inks were extruded reliably through a 864-micron-diameter
nozzle at and below an extrusion pressure of 1186 kPa (172 psi) without fiber clogging. As
mixing time increased, a lower pressure value was required to extrude the ink as a result of
the decreased yield stress. The extrusion pressure values for the CF/NC ink as a function of
mixing time are summarized in Table A.3. Moreover, all CF/NC inks were able to recover
sufficient solid-like behavior after deposition, enabling flexural test specimens to be printed
with minimal material spreading (Figure 5.6a). However, poor print quality is observed at
the lowest mixing time.
Optical images of representative as-printed samples are shown in Figure 5.6 for the lowest
and highest mixing times. Although the same nozzle size and CF content are employed, the
mixing time along with the resulting FLD has a significant effect on the surface character
and the quality of the printed part. At the lowest mixing time (180 s) (Figure 5.6b,d,f,h),
the surface features are rough and irregular and individual fibers can be seen protruding
from the printed material (Figure 5.6h). In contrast, at the highest mixing time (720 s)
(Figure 5.6c,e,g,i), the as-printed surfaces are smooth, without any fibers protruding, and
the printed lines appear to be mostly coalesced, potentially leading to better adhesion of the
epoxy matrix between adjacent filaments compared to the mixing time of 180 s.
5.4.5 Mechanical behavior vs. mixing time
The flexural strength and flexural modulus for unidirectional composites tested along the
print direction are shown in Figure 5.7 for various mixing times and numerical values are
summarized in Table 5.4. Flexural strength decreases monotonically with increasing mixing
time from 193.6 MPa down to 180.1 MPa for mixing times of 180s and 720s, respectively
(Figure 5.7). This is consistent with composite theory that predicts higher composite
strength with longer fibers [41]. However, flexural modulus values are not influenced by
mixing time, with values ranging from 12.7 to 12.85 GPa.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Representative optical micrographs of as-printed CF/NC longitudinal
flexural test specimens. (b and c) Top-view optical micrographs of as-printed longitudinal
specimens for mixing times of 180 s and 720 s, as well as (d and e) end views of the same
bars, and (f-i) optical micrographs of printed complex geometries for the same mixing times
of 180 s and 720 s.
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Figure 5.7: Flexural strength and stiffness of 3D-printed CF/NC longitudinal specimens
as a function of mixing time.
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Table 5.4: Flexural properties of printed epoxy/NC/CF composites at different mixing
times
Mixing Nozzle Print Print Flexural Flexural Strain-
time size speed path∗ modulus strength to-failure
(seconds) (mm) (mm/s) (GPa) (MPa) (%)
180 0.864 40 L 12.70 ± 0.568 193.6 ± 3.330 1.60 ± 0.070
360 0.864 40 L 12.82 ± 0.587 189.5 ± 4.112 1.68 ± 0.080
540 0.864 40 L 12.81 ± 0.205 184.9 ± 6.335 1.60 ± 0.113
720 0.864 40 L 12.85 ± 0.411 180.1 ± 5.379 1.65 ± 0.052
∗L: Longitudinal; between 7 to 10 specimens tested for each case.
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5.4.6 Microscopy
Optical micrographs of representative fracture planes for longitudinal specimens are shown
in Figure 5.8, looking parallel to the fracture plane (Figure 5.8a-d) and normal to the fracture
plane (Figure 5.8e-h). In the parallel views, fiber pull-out is clearly visible, and the fibers
are predominantly oriented along the print direction. In addition, variations in the pull-out
lengths of the fibers can be observed for the different mixing times, with longer fiber pull-out
lengths corresponding to the lowest mixing time (180 s) and progressively shorter pull-out
length with increasing mixing time (Figure 5.8a-d), consistent with the variations in the
average fiber length measured for each case.
Looking normal to the fracture plane, the fracture surface for the 180-s sample has a
rougher appearance compared to the other fracture surfaces (Figure 5.8e), indicating a higher
crack bifurcation rate and higher energy consumption achieved with longer fibers during
fracture. Moreover, interfaces between individual filaments are not apparent in any of the
fracture surfaces, and there is no delamination observed between printed layers, indicating
strong matrix bonding throughout the bulk of the specimens. However, a small amount of
porosity (indicated with yellow arrows) exists within the printed specimens for the lower
two mixing times (Figure 5.8e,f). This porosity is attributed to the longer fibers that are
more prone to forming fiber bundles and inhibiting complete dispersion. With air pressure
extrusion, even though no clogging was observed with the inks of low mixing times, the
variation in fiber dispersion can cause uneven flow-rate as the fiber bundles pass through the
nozzle, which can lead to void formation. Part of the observed porosity could result from
entrapped air pockets in the ink, introduced during loading the inks into the syringe, also
leading to discontinuities during printing. Measured density values corroborate the increase
in observed porosity with decreasing mixing time, as the density of the printed specimens
increases from 1.248 ± 0.01 g/cm3 to 1.262 ± 0.003 g/cm3 as mixing time increases from
180 s to 720 s (Figure A.12).
Figure 5.9 displays representative SEM images of the select points on the fracture surfaces
(indicated with white squares in Figure 5.8e-h). Fiber pull-outs are visible as exposed fibers
or heart-shaped voids, matching the shape of the fiber cross-sections, distributed within the
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Figure 5.8: (a-d) Representative optical micrographs of the parallel-views of fracture
surfaces for CF/NC longitudinal specimens showing variations in the pull-out lengths. (e-h)
Representative optical micrographs of the end-views of the corresponding fracture surfaces
shown in (a-d).
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Figure 5.9: Representative SEM micrographs of selected fracture surfaces for CF/NC
unidirectional flexural specimens printed with varying mixing times: (a) 180 s, (b) 360 s, (c)
540 s and (d) 720 s.
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epoxy/NC matrix. It is noteworthy that the number of fibers that have been pulled from the
fracture surface appears to increase with mixing time. This may be a result of the fact that
a higher proportion of fibers are below the critical fiber length – discussed in the following
section – with increased mixing time.
5.4.7 Mechanical property prediction vs. mixing time
Fu and Lauke proposed a modified rule-of-mixtures composite model that incorporates the
effects of a realistic FLD and FOD on the composite strength through a fiber orientation
factor and fiber length factor [39, 40]:
σcu = χ1χ2σfuVf + σmVm (5.3)
where χ1 is the fiber orientation factor, χ2 is the fiber length factor, Vf is the volume fraction
of fibers within the composite, σfu is the ultimate strength of the fiber, Vm is the volume
fraction of the matrix, and σm is the strength of the matrix. This model has proven successful
in predicting the mechanical properties of short fiber composites fabricated via extrusion and
injection molding processes [39, 40]. More recently, Van de Werken et al. have validated the
suitability of the model for predicting the strength of 3D-printed short-fiber thermoplastic
composites [116]. In the following , this model is assessed against the printed composites
studied here, using their measured FLD.
For unidirectional composites with fibers perfectly oriented parallel to the loading
direction, χ1 = 1 [39]. In 3D-printed short fiber composites, alignment is not perfect and has
been shown to depend on deposition nozzle size, print speed, and fiber content [91, 60, 110].
In the present set of experiments, because the nozzle size, print speed, and fiber content were
held constant, χ1 is assumed to adopt a constant value. On the other hand, χ2 is expected to











(L/Laverage) (1− Lc/2L) f (L) dL (5.4)
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where Laverage is the average fiber length, Lc is the critical fiber length, and f(L) is a version
of the Weibull distribution, known as the Tung distribution [39, 17]:





where a = λ−k and b = k, and λ and k are the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull
distribution described in section 5.4.1. The critical fiber length, (Lc) – the minimum fiber
length required to transfer sufficient load from the matrix to the fiber for fiber fracture to





where rf is the fiber radius and τi is the interfacial shear strength between fiber and matrix.
τi can be approximated by assuming that the interfacial shear strength is equal to the shear





where σm is given as 100 MPa for the epoxy/NC matrix, following [59]. Therefore, from
equation 5.6, the estimated value of Lc is 0.275 mm. Table 5.5 summarizes the mechanical
properties of the fiber and matrix constituents.

























From the FLDs of the CF/NC inks in Figure 5.4a, Lmin = 5 x 10
−6 m and Lmax = 3 x
10−3 m. Based on the fitted Weibull parameters for different mixing times and CF contents
(Table 5.2), k is assumed to be constant for any given volume fraction of fibers and any
mixing time, while λ is assumed to decrease linearly with both mixing time and fiber volume
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Table 5.5: Properties of composite constituents
Property Value Unit
Fiber ultimate strength, σfu 2750 MPa
Fiber elastic modulus, Ef 275.1 GPa
Fiber initial length, Li ∼6 mm
Fiber critical length, Lc 0.275 mm
Fiber radius, rf ∼5 µm
Matrix ultimate strength, σm 100
∗ MPa
Matrix elastic modulus, Em 3.24
∗ GPa
Interfacial shear stress, τi 50
∗ MPa
∗for the epoxy/NC base ink (5 wt% NC)
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fraction (see Figure A.13 and Table A.4). Using these assumptions, χ2 can be calculated as
a function of mixing time. For the present set of experiments (Vf = 9.15 vol%), k = 2.55,
and λ = −0.0003 x t + 0.513, where t is the mixing time (Table A.4). Based on these inputs,
χ2 is plotted in Figure 5.10a. Computed χ2 values are 0.64, 0.61, 0.57 and 0.53 for mixing
times of 180 s, 360 s, 540 s and 720 s, respectively. Additionally, the percentage of fibers
that are above Lc are 40.7%, 39%, 32% and 25.6% for the mixing times of 180 s, 320 s, 540
s, and 720 s, respectively.
Using these values for χ2 and the fiber and matrix properties summarized in Table 5.5,
experimental strength values are plotted in Figure 5.10b along with model predictions for
a range of χ1 values. The model predictions are in excellent agreement with experimental
results when χ1 = 0.65. Although the FLD clearly has an effect on the strength of the
printed composites, the model predictions show that substantially greater gains in strength
may be accomplished by increasing χ1 through greater alignment of fibers along the loading
direction. This will be addressed in the following section.
5.4.8 Mechanical anisotropy
To investigate the effect of nozzle size (D), print speed (ν), and print path orientation on
the mechanical anisotropy in printed epoxy/CF composites, two sets of flexural specimens
were printed, one with the print path oriented along (longitudinal) the long dimension of the
specimen, and another oriented transverse to the long dimension of the specimen (Figure
A.5). These were printed with varying combinations of nozzle size and translation print
speed. Only the CF/NC ink at 720s mixing time was chosen to print the composites, since
this formulation possessed the most favorable printing behavior. Figure 5.11 displays plots
of the flexural properties as a function of the print speed over the nozzle diameter (ν/D).
The longitudinal samples display a slight increase in the flexural modulus with increasing
ν/D ratio with values ranging from 12.57 GPa to 13.02 GPa, for ν/D = 9.6 s−1 and ν/D
= 65.7 s−1, respectively (Figure 5.11a). Conversely, the transverse samples show a slight
decrease in the flexural modulus, with values ranging from 5.0 GPa to 4.7 GPa, for ν/D =
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V = 9.15 vol% CFf
Figure 5.10: (a) χ2 as a function of mixing time, and (b) model predictions (dashed lines)
of the longitudinal composite strength as a function of mixing time and χ1 value, plotted
along with the experimental strength values.
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Figure 5.11: Flexural properties of longitudinal and transverse CF/NC composites printed
with constant mixing time (720 s) and varying ν/D ratios. (a) Flexural modulus and (b)
flexural strength. (c) and (d) Corresponding master curves of mechanical anisotropy as a
function of ν/D ratio.
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the strength of the printed CF/NC composites. The longitudinal strength increases linearly
with increasing ν/D ratio from 155.3 MPa up to 190.7 MPa for ν/D = 9.6 s−1 and ν/D =
65.7 s−1, respectively. The transverse strength, on the other hand, decreases linearly from
99.3 MPa down to 88.3 MPa for ν/D = 9.6 s−1 and ν/D = 65.7 s−1, respectively (Figure
5.11b). All flexural measurements are summarized in Table 5.6.
The ratio of the longitudinal to transverse mechanical property can be utilized to define
an anisotropy factor (ψ), following [60].The anisotropy factor for modulus ranges from 2.55
to 2.77 (Figure 5.11c), while the anisotropy factor for strength ranges from 1.56 to 2.16
(Figure 5.11d) with increasing ν/D ratio. Additionally, the two-parameter power-law model
(equation 5.9) proposed in [60] is used to fit the anisotropy data:
ψ = 1 + A(ν∗)B (5.9)
where A and B are the fitting parameters computed using non-linear regression. The
computed values of A and B for this material system are 1.33 and 0.07 for modulus, and 0.26
and 0.36 for strength, respectively. The model predictions (solid lines) are plotted along with
the data points in Figure 5.11c,d. In addition, a comparison between the anisotropy data
of the current CF/NC material system and both the NC- and SiC-based material systems
investigated in our earlier work [60] is shown in Figure A.14.
These characteristic master curves (Figure 5.11c,d and Figure A.14), which are highly
dependent on the ink viscosity, the morphology of filler materials and nozzle geometry [60],
can be employed to guide the optimal selection of nozzle size and print speed. This is critical
to enabling the rigorous engineering design of printed composites with tailored anisotropy
level and spatially programmed properties. It should be noted that an upper limit of the
anisotropy factor is not predicted by the power law model, but the anisotropy factor is
expected to adopt a steady-state value upon achieving maximum fiber alignment along the
print direction.
These results highlight and corroborate inferences made from the composite model
presented in section 5.4.7: for the epoxy/CF composites studied here, the strength of the
composite is more sensitive to the extent of alignment of the short fibers than it is to the
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Table 5.6: Flexural properties of printed epoxy/NC/CF composites at different print
parameters
Mixing Nozzle Print Print Flexural Flexural Strain-
time size speed path∗ modulus strength to-failure
(seconds) (mm) (mm/s) (GPa) (MPa) (%)
0.864 40 L 12.85 ± 0.411 180.1 ± 5.379 1.65 ± 0.052
0.864 40 T 4.670 ± 0.093 88.50 ± 5.388 2.68 ± 0.240
0.864 20 L 12.65 ± 0.317 169.8 ± 6.464 1.52 ± 0.098
0.864 20 T 4.770 ± 0.235 92.60 ± 7.506 2.80 ± 0.424
720 0.609 40 L 13.02 ± 0.696 190.7 ± 4.421 1.58 ± 0.078
0.609 40 T 4.690 ± 0.347 88.30 ± 9.525 2.75 ± 0.451
1.041 40 L 12.80 ± 0.457 177.7 ± 4.104 1.60 ± 0.071
1.041 40 T 4.760 ± 0.147 90.20 ± 8.930 2.65 ± 0.265
1.041 10 L 12.57 ± 0.231 155.3 ± 9.022 1.15 ± 0.117
1.041 10 T 4.920 ± 0.484 99.30 ± 4.982 2.75 ± 0.191
∗L: Longitudinal; ∗T: Transverse; etween 4 to 8 specimens tested for each case.
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length distribution of the fibers. Because shorter fibers lead to markedly better printing
behavior, which enables printing with smaller nozzles or at higher speeds, it appears that
higher fiber alignment, and thus higher mechanical properties can be achieved when inks are
mixed for longer times. The relationship between fiber orientation and print parameters is
evaluated in the following section.
5.4.9 Fiber orientation distribution
The improvements in mechanical properties with increasing ν/D ratio discussed in section
5.4.8 is attributed to increased fiber alignment in the printed composite. Similar trends in
the flexural strength and flexural modulus have also been documented in printed epoxy
composites containing either NC or a combination of NC and SiC microfibers [60]. In
that work, microfiber alignment was observed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and quantified for the NC using small/wide angle x-ray-scattering (SAXS/WAXS) through
Herman’s orientation parameter. To quantify the orientation of CF for the present study,
high-resolution xCT was conducted on CF/NC composites printed at ν/D = 9.6 s−1 and
ν/D = 65.7 s−1 with a mixing time of 720s. The scanned domain comprises a 1.2 mm x
1.2 mm x 2 mm prism, with the longer dimension oriented parallel to the print direction
(Figure 5.12a). After segmentation and analysis, fibers were color-coded by their angle to
the print direction to give a visual representation of orientation (Figure 5.12b,c). Fibers
oriented at 0◦ are represented by dark blue color, at 45◦ with green, and at 90◦ with red
color. Qualitatively, it is apparent that fiber alignment is higher in the composite printed at
ν/D = 65.7 s−1 compared to the composite at ν/D = 9.6 s−1, as indicated by larger number
of fibers with dark blue color (Figure 5.12c).
A histogram of fiber orientation for each sample (Figure 5.12d) quantifies the increase in
fiber alignment with print speed. For example, 65% of fibers are oriented within 0◦-10◦ of the
print direction for the faster print speed, whereas only 51% of fibers have that orientation
for the slower print speed. At greater mis-orientation angles, the trend is reversed, and the
sample printed at a slower speed has a higher percentage of fibers at any given orientation.
Orientation data and fiber counts are tabulated in Table A.5.
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Figure 5.12: (a) xCT reconstructions showing the scanned domain of the printed specimen
and the coordinate system used. (b-c) X-ray computed tomography scan data for the printed
composites with ν/D = 9.6 s−1 and ν/D = 65.7 s−1, respectively, with fibers colored by their
angle with the Z-axis (i.e., print direction).(d) Histogram of fiber orientation calculated from
xCT reconstructions.
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5.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this work we have investigated the processability, rheological behavior, and mechanical
properties of CF-reinforced epoxy composites for DIW 3D printing. The evolution of the fiber
length during ink processing was characterized using a wide range of ink compositions and
mixing times. Additionally, we have characterized the effect print parameters on mechanical
anisotropy and fiber orientation in the printed composites. The key findings of this work
can be summarized as follows:
• Fiber length decreases with increasing mixing time and CF content for epoxy/CF DIW
composite inks. The incorporation of a rheology-modifier, such as NC platelets, into
CF-filled inks allows longer fibers survive the mixing process for longer times. It was
found that the FLD can be fit reasonably well using a two-parameter Weibull-type
distribution function.
• Mixing time has a significant effect on the rheological properties of both epoxy/NC
and CF/NC inks. Both the storage modulus and the shear yield stress of these inks
decrease with increasing mixing time, while the apparent viscosity and shear-thinning
behavior appears to be independent of mixing time.
• The flexural strength of the printed CF/NC composites decreases with increasing
mixing time as a result of decreased fiber length, while the flexural modulus is
independent of mixing time.
• Longer mixing time and shorter fibers leads to improved printing behavior and
smoother printed surfaces.
• The composite model developed by Fu and Lauke that incorporates FLD and FOD
to predict composite strength provides a good fit for the observe flexural strength of
printed short fiber composites.
• Smaller nozzle sizes and higher print speeds lead to greater mechanical anisotropy in
the printed CF/NC composites and better properties along the print direction. This is
attributed to better alignment of fibers that was quantified using xCT measurements.
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• For the materials and print parameters probed in this study, better mechanical
properties were achieved by printing inks with shorter fibers at higher speeds or out of
finer nozzles compared to inks containing longer fibers printed at lower speeds or out
of larger nozzles.
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The overarching goal of this dissertation was to elucidate process–structure–property
relationships in 3D printed polymer composites, and to gain a better understanding of
the parameters that govern microstructure, anisotropy and mechanical performance in
3D printed polymer composites. Specifically, this dissertation focused on understanding
relationships between ink constituents (i.e. filler morphology and loading), ink processing
conditions, ink rheology, printing parameters (i.e. nozzle size and print speed), filler
orientation, and mechanical properties in 3D printed epoxy composites produced via direct
ink writing (DIW) AM technology. Establishing such relationships is crucial to enabling
rigorous engineering design of 3D printed composite parts, as well as optimal selection of
processing parameters to obtain 3D printed composites with desirable properties. It is hoped
that the work developed in this dissertation contributes to that effort.
In Chapter 3, epoxy/nanoclay (NC) inks were formulated in the absence of fiber
reinforcements using different contents of NC for the use as feedstock materials for DIW
3D printing. The effects of the deposition process on the orientation/arrangements of NC
platelets, thermomechanical properties and anisotropy in the 3D printed composites were
investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn:
• NC platelets impart the rheological properties (i.e. shear-thinning and shear yield
stress) required for DIW 3D-printing. Rheological characterization of ink formulations
using a parallel plate rheometry is useful for identifying good printing behavior for DIW
printing. Good printing behavior was observed in NC inks with shear yield stress and
plateau elastic modulus values greater than ∼300 Pa and ∼60 kPa, respectively. It
was also demonstrated that both shear yield stress and viscosity of the ink formulation
dictate the surface definition and print quality of the printed composites.
• The deposition process in DIW does impart preferential and spatial orientation on
high-aspect-ratio nanoscale filler materials (i.e. NC), resulting in strong mechanical
anisotropy in 3D printed components. The overall alignment and final arrangements
of the NC platelets in printed composites are influenced by both the shear field
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experienced by the ink during extrusion and the road-to-road shear upon deposition
onto the build plate (i.e. substrate).
• Epoxy/NC printed composites achieve flexural strength values up to 143 MPa and
100 MPa along and transverse to the print direction, respectively. These epoxy/NC
composites demonstrate high potential for future use as a matrix material for high-
strength short fiber composites.
• Despite NC content (up to 12.5 wt%) and observed mechanical anisotropy, fully
dense, pore-free components can be successfully printed without inter-filamentary voids
between printed layers, compared to 3D printed thermoplastics that suffer from high
porosity and weak layer-to-layer bonding. However, the printing parameters, such as
flow rate, layer height, and print speed must to be chosen appropriately to eliminate
void formation between printed layers. In addition, the fracture surfaces of 3D printed
epoxy/NC composites show no evidence of the original print path, suggesting a strong
layer-to-layer bonding and thorough cross-linking between printed layers and filaments.
• Thermal properties in these 3D printed epoxy/NC materials appear to be unaffected by
the printing process. However, a wide range of thermal properties should be achievable
by utilizing other curing agents that impart different thermal properties.
• POM technique has proven invaluable in revealing clear evidence of microstructural
architecture that correlates to individual print paths. In addition, POM has proven
useful in providing information about the resulting road (or filament) geometry,
mapping the road boundaries in printed composites, as well as providing qualitative
information about the spatial microstructural heterogeneity in printed polymer
composites.
• Nanoindentation mapping has proven beneficial in probing the local mechanical propri-
eties in printed composites, which correlate reasonably well with visible birefringence
patterns observed in POM, as well as spatial NC arrangements probed by µSAXS.
In Chapter 4, the effects of filler morphology, nozzle size, and print speed on the
mechanical properties and extent of anisotropy in 3D printed epoxy composites fabricated
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via DIW were explored. Furthermore, the effects of different combinations of filler materials
on the rheological requirements for DIW 3D printing were investigated. The following
conclusions can be drawn:
• Explicit links between ink composition, printing parameters, mechanical properties and
anisotropy in printed composites were established. Establishing such links is essential
to apply any rigorous engineering principles to the design of additively manufactured
parts.
• The mechanical behavior of printed epoxy/fumed silica (FS) composites display a
remarkable insensitivity to printing parameters (i.e. nozzle size and print speed)
and print path, with flexural strength and modulus values of 107 MPa and 3.1
GPa, respectively. This is an important finding and it demonstrates the potential
that thermoset feedstocks have to address shortcomings associated with printed
thermoplastics, such as weak bonding between printed layers/filaments and porosity.
• The mechanical properties (i.e. strength and stiffness) of printed composites containing
high-aspect-ratio filler materials (i.e. NC and SiC) display strong sensitivity to both
nozzle size and print speed. In these composites, greater mechanical anisotropy is
achieved when smaller deposition nozzles and higher printing speeds are employed. X-
ray scattering measurements and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) confirmed the
orientation and dependence on print parameters of NC platelets and SiC whiskers in
the printed composites, respectively.
• The printed SiC whisker-reinforced epoxy composites exhibit flexural strength values
up to 215 MPa and ∼118 MPa along and transverse to the print direction, respectively.
To our knowledge, these values are currently the highest reported flexural strength
values for a 3D-printed whisker-reinforced polymer composite.
• For each combination of filler material and resin, we have shown that an anisotropy
master curve can be constructed to describe the relationship between mechanical
anisotropy and printing parameters (i.e. print speed and nozzle diameter). These
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master curves allow one to make predictions of mechanical properties and anisotropy
over a broad range of print parameters.
• Both NC and FS are effective at imparting the rheological requirements for DIW (i.e.
strong shear-thinning and yield stress behavior). However, NC appears to be more
effective than FS when combined with larger-scale filler materials (e.g., SiC whiskers).
• Finally, the findings and insights from this chapter highlight the possibility of
3D printing geometrically-complex composite components with tailored mechanical
anisotropy through systematically varying print parameters (i.e. nozzle size and print
speed) and ink constituents (i.e. filler morphology).
In Chapter 5, the effects of ink formulation and processing parameters on the evolution
of FLD, ink rheology, and mechanical properties in 3D printed epoxy/CF composites were
investigated. In addition, the effects of printing parameters (i.e. nozzle size and print speed)
on FOD and mechanical anisotropy in printed composites were also characterized. The
following conclusions can be drawn:
• For CF-filled DIW composite inks, fiber length decreases with increasing CF content
and mixing time. However, the addition of a rheology-modifier, such as NC platelets,
allows longer fibers survive the shear mixing process for longer times.
• The evolution of FLD in DIW inks can be modeled using a two-parameter Weibull-type
distribution function.
• The storage modulus and the shear yield stress of DIW inks decrease with increasing
mixing time, whereas the apparent viscosity and shear-thinning behavior remain
unchanged.
• As opposed to CF/NC DIW inks, CF inks formulated without the incorporation of
a rheology modifier cannot maintain shape after deposition as they do not possess
sufficient solid-like behavior. In addition, they cannot be extruded reliably without
frequently clogging the deposition nozzle, due to fiber entanglements.
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• The mixing time along with the resulting FLD in significantly affects the print quality
and surface character of printed CF/NC composite components. As compared to high
mixing times, low mixing times result in rough surface features with protruding fibers.
• The mechanical properties of 3D printed CF/NC display pronounced dependence
on mixing time. The flexural strength of printed CF/NC composites decreases
monotonically with increasing mixing time, but the flexural modulus is independent of
mixing time. Using an existing composite model, which predicts composite strength
based on FLD and FOD, an excellent prediction of the strength of printed CF/NC
composites is achieved as a function of mixing time.
• Higher normalized translation rates (i.e. smaller nozzle size and higher print speeds)
lead to increased fiber alignment in the printed CF/NC composites, resulting in greater
anisotropy and improved flexural properties along the print direction. X-ray computed
tomography measurements confirmed fiber alignment and dependence on printing
parameters in the printed composites.
• Finally, the findings and observations gained from this chapter provide useful guidance
on processing and developing of CF-filled DIW inks with tailored compositions, mixing
protocols and mechanical properties.
6.2 Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties (elastic modulus and fracture strength) values of all 3D printed
composites presented in this work are plotted in Figure 6.1 and compared to other 3D printed
thermoset polymer composites presented in section 2.5.
• The 3D printed epoxy/NC composites achieve longitudinal flexural strength and
modulus values up to 173 MPa and 4.4 GPa, respectively, using a nozzle size of ∼200
µm and print speed of 20 mm/s. In addition, these composites achieve transverse
strength and modulus values up to 106 MPa and 3.6 GPa, respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Property space map of strength versus modulus, which compare our printed
epoxy-based composites in this work to other polymer composites fabricated by DIW.
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• The 3D printed epoxy/FS composites exhibit isotropic flexural strength and modulus
values of 107 MPa and 3.1 GPa, respectively.
• The 3D printed epoxy/SiC/NC composites achieve longitudinal flexural strength and
modulus values up to 216 MPa and 11 GPa, respectively, using a nozzle size of ∼600
µm and print speed of 40 mm/s.
• The 3D printed epoxy/SiC/FS composites achieve longitudinal flexural strength and
modulus values up to 193 MPa and 9 GPa, respectively, using a nozzle size of ∼600
µm and print speed of 40 mm/s.
• The 3D printed epoxy/CF/NC composites achieve longitudinal flexural strength and
modulus values up to ∼194 MPa and 13 GPa, respectively, using a mixing time of 180
seconds, a nozzle size of ∼860 µm and a print speed of 40 mm/s.
• The transverse strength of the SiC whiskers- and CF-based formulations matches the
strength of the isotropic fumed silica-containing formulation, but with transverse elastic
modulus values up to 6 GPa.
6.3 Publications
This research has yielded four journal publications:
• Hmeidat, N.S., Kemp, J.W. and Compton, B.G., (2018). High-strength epoxy
nanocomposites for 3D printing. Composites Science and Technology, 160, pp.9-20.
• Hmeidat, N.S., Pack, R.C., Talley, S.J., Moore, R.B. and Compton, B.G., (2020).
Mechanical anisotropy in polymer composites produced by material extrusion additive
manufacturing. Additive Manufacturing, 34, p.101385.
• Trigg, E. B., Hmeidat, N. S., Smieska, L. M., Woll, A. R., Compton, B.
G., and Koerner, H. (2021). Revealing filler morphology in 3D-printed thermoset
nanocomposites by scanning microbeam X-ray scattering. Additive Manufacturing,
37, 101729.
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• Hmeidat, N.S., Elkins, D.S., Peter, H., Kumar, V., and Compton, B.G., (2021).
Processing and mechanical characterization of carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy compos-
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A.1 Rheological and printing behavior of epoxy/fumed silica inks
Fumed silica-filled epoxy inks containing up to 10 wt% FS were formulated. Curves of
the apparent viscosity vs shear rate are plotted in Figure A.1a for each ink formulation
investigated. The corresponding viscoelastic properties of these inks are plotted in Figure
A.1b. Using the power law model (equation 3.1), the numerical values for n and K were
computed by linear regression over the linear portions of the viscosity curves in Figure A.1a
between 0.1 and 1 s−1 for all formulations. Table A.1 summarizes all the measured rheological
parameters. The consistency index correlates strongly with the amount of FS. For all ink,
the presence of FS results in a flow index much less than one, without a strong correlation
between the amount of FS and flow index. All formulations containing greater than 2.5wt%
FS exhibit flow index values less than 0.2, indicating a strong shear thinning behavior. The
plateau elastic modulus, G′0, values range from 0.227 x 10
3 Pa, for the formulation containing
2.5 wt.% FS, up to 3.975 x 104 Pa for the formulation containing 10 wt.% FS. Shear yield
stress values increase with increasing FS content from 70 Pa for the 2.5 wt.% formulation
to 0.6 x 103 Pa for the 10 wt.% formulation.
Through a series of printing tests, it was observed that inks containing 3.5 wt% FS and
less, did not possess sufficiently solid-like behavior to print multiple layers without significant
flow and spreading of the lower layers. The ink formulation containing 5 wt% FS (τy = 220
Pa) did not recover a sufficient solid-like behavior after deposition to enable layers to be
printed without geometric distortion. Figure A.2a shows the end view of a printed surface
using the ink with 5 wt% FS. It is observed that the surface of the printed part is smooth,
and the locations of the individual printed filaments are completely lost. Inks with 7.5 and
10 wt% FS (τy > 500 Pa) were able to recover sufficiently solid-like behavior after deposition,
enabling the printing of flexure specimens comprising of eight layers with minimal spreading,
as shown in Figure A.2b and c, respectively.
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Figure A.1: Rheological behavior of epoxy/fumed silica (FS) inks: (left) log-log plots of
apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate and (right) the corresponding storage and loss
moduli versus oscillatory shear stress.
Table A.1: Rheological properties of epoxy/FS ink formulations
NC (wt.%) G′0 (kPa) τy (Pa) K (Pa.s
n) n
0.0 – – 6.24 0.995
2.5 0.227 69.84 71.70 0.2563
3.5 0.784 119.35 151.4 0.1602
5 3.589 219.63 447.8 0.1894
7.5 15.36 517.41 1082.1 0.0789
10 39.75 599.83 2524.0 0.1222
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Figure A.2: Optical micrographs of the as-printed ends of representative epoxy/FS
longitudinal rectangular bars: (a) contains 5 wt.% FS, (b) contains 7.5 wt.% FS, and (c)
contains 10 wt.% FS.
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A.2 Finite-element-based COMSOL analysis
To understand the influence of the flow fields in the deposition nozzle on the resultant NC
orientation, computational fluid dynamics simulations were conducted using the COMSOL
Multiphysics software (version 5.5). The analysis was conducted for the 10 wt% NC epoxy-
based ink flowing through the 609 µm metal-tapered nozzle. A 2D axisymmetric laminar
flow model is considered in the simulation. The numerical simulation considers the ink
to be incompressible and follows the typical non-Newtonian flow behavior. By fitting the
viscosity vs shear rate data in Figure 3.2a by the power law model (η = K γ̇n−1), we obtain
the corresponding parameters K = 3160 Pa.sn and n = 0.0399 for the 10 wt% NC epoxy-
based ink (see Table 3.2). The computed K and n values are applied to the numerical
simulation. The density of the ink is measured to be 1230 kg/cm3 (see Table 3.1). The
Navier-Stokes equation governs the laminar flow in the COMSOL Multiphysics software
[132]. This equation is solved with the corresponding geometry of the deposition nozzle
shown in Figure A.3. The obtained velocity and shear rate distributions are shown in Figure
A.4.
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(a) Contour: Pressure (Pa) (b) Surface: Velocity magnitude (m/s)
Figure A.3: COMSOL analysis of the flow of the 10 wt% NC epoxy-based ink through a
tapered printing nozzle with an outlet diameter of 609 µm: (a) pressure contours and (b)


























Figure A.4: COMSOL analysis of the flow of the 10 wt% NC epoxy-based ink through a
tapered printing nozzle with an outlet diameter of 609 µm. Distributions of (a) the velocity
magnitude (m/s) and (b) the shear rate (1/s) at the outlet of the deposition nozzle. 2D




Figure A.5: 2D schematic illustrations of the print paths employed in this work: (a) the
longitudinal print path and (b) the transverse print path. It can be observed that the printed
filaments or lines are oriented parallel and orthogonal relative to the length of the sample
for the longitudinal and transverse print paths, respectively.
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A.4 Rheology of single-filler ink materials
Figure A.6 shows the rheological behavior of epoxy-based mixtures with single-filler material.
Pure epoxy resin acts as a Newtonian fluid, with a nearly rate-independent viscosity of 10
Pa.s over the shear rate range probed (Figure A.6a). Addition of filler materials (5 wt.%
FS, 5 wt.% FS and 34 wt.% SiC) produces a significant increase in viscosity at low shear
rates and pronounced shear thinning behavior is observed. Both the FS and NC inks (at low
content) display similar apparent viscosities and shear thinning behavior within the shear
rate range 101 to 100. The SiC ink also shows a shear thinning behavior with an apparent
viscosity of ∼ 104 Pa.s at the lowest shear rate probed (10−2 s−1).
Measurements of storage (G′) and loss (G′′) moduli are plotted in Figure A.6b. For the
pure resin, the shear loss modulus is stress-independent (∼100 Pa) and is about two orders
of magnitude higher than its elastic modulus, characteristic of a viscous fluid. As fillers are
added to the epoxy resin, both the loss and storage moduli increase, and at low applied
stress, both NC and FS inks display solid-like behavior, where the storage modulus is higher
than the loss modulus. At higher stresses, the inks yield and flow, indicated by a steep drop
in storage modulus. The yield stress approximated by the crossover point of the two moduli,
indicates a transition from solid-like to liquid-like behavior. Compared to FS, the NC ink
imparts a higher storage modulus with a lower yield strength (τy = 100 Pa), whereas FS
imparts a higher yield strength (τy = 320 Pa) at a lower storage modulus. Although the
5wt.% NC and 5wt.% FS inks are shown to have shear-thinning, viscoelastic, and yielding
properties, they were not stiff enough to print flexure specimens without considerable sagging
and flowing of the lower layers. Although the SiC ink imparts good shear thinning, it is not
sufficient by itself to formulate stable (i.e. printable) inks for direct ink writing, since it does
not impart a yield stress (τy = 0) and it behaves predominantly as a viscos fluid, indicated
by its loss modulus that is higher than its storage modulus (G′′ > G′) over the entire range
of shear stress probed. Thus, a second filler material (NC or FS) is required to be added
along with SiC whiskers to act as a rheology modifier.
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Figure A.6: Rheological behavior of epoxy-based mixtures with single-filler material. (a)
log-log plots of apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate and (b) the corresponding
storage and loss moduli versus oscillatory shear stress for the inks shown in (a). The shear
yield stress values are measured from the crossover point between the two moduli shown in
(b).
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A.5 Extrusion pressure values – Chapter 4
Table A.2: Extrusion pressure values for each material system and print parameters
Filler material Nozzle size, D Print speed, ν Extrusion pressure ν/D
(µm) (mm/s) (psi) (s−1)
233 20 75 85.84
609 20 39 32.84
FS 1041 20 35 19.21
609 10 36 16.42
609 40 55 65.70
233 20 70 85.84
609 20 38 32.84
NC 1041 20 32 19.21
609 10 34 16.42
609 40 53 65.70
609 20 188 32.84
864 20 168 23.15
SiC/NC∗ 1041 20 140 19.21
609 10 160 16.42
609 40 228 65.70
609 20 40 32.84
864 20 30 23.15
SiC/FS 1041 20 28 19.21
609 10 30 16.42
609 40 55 65.70
∗a pressure adapter (HP3, Nordson EFD, Westlake, OH) was used for this ink.
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A.6 Fracture surfaces
Figure A.7: Optical micrographs of representative fracture surfaces for longitudinal and
transverse flexural specimens printed with the NC ink at varying nozzle sizes and print
speeds. These micrographs demonstrate that all prints with different combinations of nozzle
size and print speed yield fully-dense parts without any intrafilamentary voids, providing
that the extrusion pressure was chosen appropriately. There is no evidence of the original
print path or any delamination between layers, indicating complete coalescence and strong
adhesion between printed filaments.
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A.7 Polarized optical microscopy (POM) of epoxy/fumed silica
3D-printed composites
Figure A.8: Representative optical transmitted light micrographs of polished thin slices (<1
mm thick) cut from printed specimens containing FS filler, observed using crossed polarizers.
Specimens printed with nozzle diameters of (a) 233 µm, (b) 609 µm and (c) 1041 µm. These
printed FS specimens do not exhibit any birefringence whatsoever, regardless of nozzle size.
The approximate filament size is indicated by the red oval, which corresponds to the size
of nozzle used for printing. The axis of the printed filaments is normal to the plane of the
image.
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A.8 Annular average of 2D scattering pattern
Figure A.9: Representative fit of scattering intensity between 0.5 Å−1 < q < 0.55 Å−1 as
a function of azimuthal angle. Scattering data were fit using a Gaussian function centered
about 0◦.
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A.9 Scanning electron microscopy of carbon fiber bundles
Figure A.10: SEM micrographs of the chopped carbon fibers used in this study. (a) Carbon
fiber bundles and (b) single carbon fiber in the printed composite.
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A.10 Fiber length measurements
Figure A.11: (a) Distributed carbon fibers after centrifugal planetary mixing and diluting
in acetone. (b) Fiber length measurements in optical microscopy.
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A.11 Extrusion pressure values – Chapter 5
Table A.3: Extrusion pressure values for the NC/CF ink at different mixing time and print
parameters
Mixing time Nozzle size Print speed Extrusion pressure
(seconds) (mm) (mm/s) (psi)
180 0.864 40 172∗
360 0.864 40 70
540 0.864 40 65
720 0.864 40 60
720 0.864 20 50
720 0.609 40 63
720 1.041 40 58
720 1.041 10 45
∗Extruded via a 4x pressure multiplier (HP3, Nordson EFD, Westlake, OH) was used for
this ink.
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A.12 Density of printed epoxy/CF/NC composites vs. mixing
time
Figure A.12: Density measurements of the 3D-printed and cured CF/NC composites (9.15
vol.% CF).
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A.13 Weibull fit parameters
Figure A.13: (a) Weibull shape parameter (k) as a function of mixing time, and (b) Weibull
scale parameter, λ, as a function of mixing time. Dashed lines represent the linear regression
of each dataset.
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A.14 Linear fitting parameters for the plots in Figure A.13–
Chapter 5
Table A.4: Linear fitting parameters for the plots in Figure A.13
CF content (vol%) k m c
3.1 1.89 0.00039 0.745
6.2 2.23 0.00038 0.594
9.15 2.27 0.00025 0.471
12.1 2.26 0.00037 0.502
9.15 + 5 wt% NC 2.55 0.00030 0.513
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A.15 Anisotropy master curves
Figure A.14: Master curves of mechanical anisotropy as a function of ν/D ratio in (a)
modulus and (b) strength for epoxy-filled material systems.
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A.16 Fiber orientation distribution (FOD)
Table A.5: Fiber orientation, fiber count and relative frequency distribution in printed
NC/CF composites printed at ν/D = 9.6 s−1 and ν/D = 65.7 s−1.
ν/D = 9.6 s−1 ν/D = 65.7 s−1
Orientation angle Fiber Frequency Fiber Frequency
(degrees) count (%) count (%)
0 – 10 3147 50.63 23074 83.58
10 – 20 2106 33.88 2433 8.81
20 – 30 569 9.15 466 1.69
30 – 40 160 2.57 368 1.33
40 – 50 78 1.25 362 1.31
50 – 60 48 0.77 288 1.04
60 – 70 33 0.53 225 0.81
70 – 80 37 0.60 223 0.81
80 – 90 38 0.61 169 0.61
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